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The News has won awards tor
excellence every year It has been
submitted In Judging contests.

(By P. W.)
Vol. 38
For once, I think we got a pretty good
estimate of the number of people who saw
the Saturday Festival parade.
Offhand estimates have ranged from
10,000 to 12,000, but Ken Winston and I say
at least 30,000.
While the parade was in progress, I
spied Winston riding in it, asked him for an
offhand estimate, and he told me he would
try to get me an accurate one.
The parade was a mile long, and that's
5,280 feet on each side of the street, or 10,560
feet counting both. Ken pointed out that people were standing shoulder to shoulder along
the parade route, and if you figure them one
foot apart, that would be 10,560 people if
they were just one-deep. But Ken figured
that they averaged over three-deep, maybe
four deep the entire length of the parade,
cross-streets and all.
So Ken figured probably 40,000, and
guarantees at least 30,000. We'll settle for
30,000, and consider it a conservative figure.
Wouldn't you?
The parade, incidentally, with 70 units,
was the largest ever, and for that you can
give Ken and the Lions Club the credit. They
all did a fine job.
The Eighth Banana Festival has come
and gone. A lot of people attended its various
functions, but a lot more didn't. A lot of people thoroughly enjoyed the Festival activities they attended, and a lot expressed disappointment. Some of the Festival events
were well-planned, well organized and well
attended; others were haphazardly organized, poorly attended and would better have
not been scheduled at all.
Nobody worked harder than did Festival President Dub Burnette, and the same is
true of every president the Festival has had
during its eight years. And, following the
pattern of his predecessors, nobody suffered
more agonies, more frustrations, more headache than did the Festival President. . and
no one deserved them less.
ittintfnuici.on 'Page Twol
Jottings from - -

Jo's
Notebook
Many of the Fulton News readers have
told me that they miss my column in the old
familiar spot. I miss writing it too! I promised myself that I was going to make every
effort to contribute on a regular basis.
I particularly like the comment from
the lady who said that oftentimes she reads
my column with unabated fury, but she
missed it just the same.
For the eighth consecutive year we've
survived another Banana Festival. Unfortunately, I was unable to do as much as I
wanted to, and felt badly about it since my
good friend Dub Burnette was president and
perhaps needed all the loyal support that he
has always given every president who ever
served the Festival, and that includes me.
It is unfortunate too that poor Dub
seemed to have encountered far more, many,
many more problems than all the presidents
put together. And it is a sad commentary on
all those problems that at least two-thirds of
them could have been avoided if he had had
the complete support and cooperation from
so many of the home-folks who simply didn't
lift a hand to help him, as they should have
and could have.
The other one-third of the problems
certainly could have been avoided by more
efficient organization from the "back-up
crew." Nobody knows better than a person
who has headed the massive Banana Festival
organization of the erroneous impressions
that accrue, when some important, though
minor detail, is overlooked in the planning
and execution of every program.
Let's take for instance the misunderstandings prevailing among many of Lt.-Gov.
Wendell Ford's friends regarding the seating
arrangement at the Governor's luncheon.
This business of protocol is a never-ending
problem among the most highly specialized
experts in the field, so it isn't difficult to un(Continued On Pap Six)
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Citizens Are
Invited To
Discuss Roads
The week of September 20-27
has been designated as National Highway Week by President
Nixon and the same week has
been designated as Kentucky
Highway Week by Governor
Nunn. .
In keeping with this special
observance, Open House activities are being held in each of
the twelve Highway District
Offices in the state. The citizens of the state are being invited to visit the District Office in their area during High
way Week. They will have an
opportunity to see the facilities
and to learn of the operations
and functions that are the background for the building and
maintaining our vast road and
highway system in the Commonwealth. They will also
meet the professional personnel who work in the various
divisions of planning and programming, design, right-ofway, construction, maintenance, and traffic control.
It will also provide an occasion for
individuals and
groups to discuss their particular road and traffic problems with their highway personnel. A representative of the
new Commissioner, B. E. King,
from the Central Office in
Frankfort, will be present at
each District Open House who
can also be of help to people
attending.
This is the 50th Anniversary
of the Kentucky Department of
Highways and much of the progress of the period, both in
modes of construction and in
transportation, will be shown
by displays and literature that
will be distributed to the visitors at the Open House.

Smalling
Ordination
Is Sept. 16
Reverend Bill Smalling, pastor of the South Fulton United
Methodist Church, will be ordained an "elder" on Wednesday evening, September 16th,
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
Bishop H. E. Finger, Jr.,
resident bishop of the Nashville
Area of the United Methodist
Church, will direct the ordination service. Rev. James A.
Smalling, father of Bill Smalling, will also help during his
ordination.
The United Methodist Church
requires that a man must begin his preparation for the ministry by passing an examination which will give him a license to preach, after he has
had four years of college
he can apply for "deacon,"
and finally after two
more years of seminary
and a trial year served In a
local parish, the candidate can
be ordained "elder."
The public is cordially invited
to attend and share this important occasion with Brother
Smalling.
HELP THE KIDS!
The Juniors of South Fulton
High School are selling magazine subscriptions to make
money for their annual Homecoming Dance; so lets everyone buy a magazine and help
the kids have a dance to remember.
CONGRATULATIONS
Eddye Dowdy, a student at
Lubbock Christian College, and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Dowdy of South Fulton,
has been chosen as a member
of the Meistersinger Chorus
group at the College.
CHANGE OF DATE
The Fulton Homemakers
Club has extended its regular
meeting to September 17, and
all members and visitors are
urged to attend, and also to
view their display at the Fulton Hardware on Lake Street.
RUMMAGE SALE
The 'Fri-County Homemakers
Club will sponsor a rummage
sale September 19. from 9:00
a. m. until 3:00 p. in. at the
old G and H Furniture More
Building. Any donations would
be appreciated.
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Colorful Festival Parade Is
Seen By An Estimated 30,000
An estimated 30,000 joyous visitors came to
the Twin Cities Saturday, September 14th, to see
one of the most colorful International Banana parades in the history of the Festival. K. M. Winston, who served as parade marshal for three
times, this being his second consecutive year,
feels that the parade was very successful.
The parade route was an
even mile in length, with both
sides of' the street measuring
15,580 feet. As he followed the
last unit down the route, he
estimated the visitors from 3 to
5 deep all the way from South
Fulton Schools to Klods Corner.
The parade is apparently what
all like about a Festival, as
they show this by their presence.
Winning Bands: 1st, AAA
Lone Oak. 2nd, AAA Milan,
3rd, AAA Union City; 1st, AA

Martin, 2nd, AA Lake County,
3rd. AA Central City; Best
Majorette Line, Central City;
Best Majorette, Martin High;
Best Major, Lone Oak.
Winning Drill Units: 1st,
Westwood (Memphis), 2nd,
Greenfield Jacettes, 3rd, Sheffield Royalettes.
Winning Floats: 1st, Professional - City National Bank,
2nd, Professional - Fulton
Bank, 3rd, Ferry-Morse; 1st,
Non Professional - South Fulton PTA, 2nd, Non Professional

Grand Jury Indicts
Morrow For Murder
Clyde Morrow was indicted Tuesday by the
Fulton County Grand Jury on a charge of willful
murder. Morrow, 65, is accused of slaying a
neighbor, Doyle George, August 14.
George, 53, was shot near his home on that
date, and Morrow surrendered himself to County
authorities about an hour after the incident. The
shooting was allegedly attributed to a land dispute between George and Morrow, but no exact
motive was determined.

THE NEVI INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL PRINCESS, Eleanor Susan Gordon was selected from a field of 18
contestants from seven states. Eleanor Susan, age twenty, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Gordon of Rock Hill, S. C.
Her titles include Sotrth Carolina Watermelon Queen-1970, Miss
Rock Hill.1970, Miss Southern 500-1970, Miss South Carolina
World-1970 and was a contestant for the Clemson Homecoming
Court. For the past three years Asp has been Water Safety inMorrow's $15,000 bond, set a
structor and life guard at the Rock Hill Country Club. Eleanor preliminary hearing August 17,
remained. His case will come
will be a junior at the University of North Carolina.
to trial in January.
Other indictments returned
are as follows:
W. T. Alexander, carnal
knowledge of a child; Dorothy
Byasee, obtaining money under false pretenses; Tommy
Cursey. store-house breaking
and entering; Linda Porter,
uttering a worthless check;
The City Commissioners of Fulton met in Gaylon Stewart, store house
breaking and entering; and
regular session Monday evening, September Thelma
Welch, setting fire to
14th, at 7:30 p. m.
or aiding in the burning of a
August
the
dwelling.
The reading of the minutes of
Members of the Grand Jury
25th meeting were read and approved.
were: Helen Hughes, A. M.
Among the matters discussed were: the re- Robertson,
Lera Wright, Mrs.
ceiving and filing of the judge's report for the Arlie Cox, Mansfield Martin,
month of August; the receiving and filing of the (forman), Sydney Haile y,
Catherine Wade, Will E. Johnbudget report for the month of August, and the son,
R. M. Lynch, Carley Winapproval of the vouchers. .
sett, Vivian Caldwell and Paul
Mayor Tripp presented an
There was a lengthy discus- application for an Action Grant Kasnow.
In a case brought before the
sion on former City Manager, to the Kentucky Crime ComSturmer Mackey's proposal for mission. It is a request for al- petit jury, the trial of Alonzo
the City to extend water and location of funds to replace and Hamlin. accused of immoral
sewer lines to the Welcome upgrade the Police Depart- practices with a girl under
Center on the Parkway and ment's communications equip- fifteen, resulted in a hung jury.
provide the incentive for ment.
The prosecution charged that
growth and development in the
The total estimated cost is Hamlin, 50, detained an 11 year
general area without encum- $9,600. The city's share would old retarded girl in his home,
bering City funds for a large be $3,800, and the application where her mother and brother
cash outlay.
for the grant is a total of found her. Hamlin stated that
Because the project site is $5,800. The application and re- the girl entered his home without his knowledge, and that
located outside the city limits, solution were approved.
it may be necessary for the
Mayor Tripp was appointed when he found her there, he
quesCity to annex the area in
acting City Manager, by a mo- immediately left to call the
tion.
tion made by Commissioner police.
The jury deliberated one
A general discussion followed Hales and seconded by Cornand the motion was made to missioner Bennett. All of the hour and forty-five minutes beyes, fore reporting that they were
voted
accept said project with the in- commissioners
dead locked. The case has been
tent of annexation. City Altar- Mayor Tripp abstaining.
There being no other busi- continued to the next term.
ney James Warren was instructed to draw up the neces- ness to discuss the meeting was In other cases, Marcus Brown
pleaded guilty to four counts
adjourned.
sary documents.

Fulton May Annex
State Line Sites

of forgery and received a two
year term on each count, the
sentences to run concurrently.
Fred Allen, Jr., was found
guilty on two counts of coldchecking reduced from forgery.
and was fined $100.00 and court
costs on each.
Charges of carnal knowledge
of a child against Bobby Joe
Hobbs, were dismissed.
Members of the petit jury
were: Laverne Terry, Chester
Wade, C. C. Croft, Paul
Rhodes, Helen May, Helen
Ruth Staton, Martha Luther.
Martha Leneave, Mrs. Claude
Freeman, Mrs. Charles Wright.
Nina Ezell, and Kaye Rumfelt.
MISS CONGENIALITY
The twin cities Banana Festival Princess, Miss Debbie May
of Remington. Indiana. won the
"Miss Congeniality" award at
the Miss America Pageant in
Atlantic City, Saturday night.

- Welcome Wagon, 3rd, N
Professional - TA's,
The parade was led by C
Police of Kentucky and Te
nessee, followed by the Mayors
and other dignitaries. Severa'
political candidates were present. Canddiate for Tennessee
Governor, John J. Hooker, male
in a convertible driven by C
D. Jones. Also appearing in a
convertible was a car load of
Brock Girls, driven by Day
Winston, Miss Dairy Princess
Miss Angus Queen. Miss Paper
Doll (Nat'l), Miss Teen-Ags
America, Miss Rhodedendron
Queen, the Banana Festiva!
Queen, as well as many other
beauties riding convertibles
and floats. The Amigos and the
Mexican Band also lend color,
as well as as Bill Gray and his
donkey.
More than 70 units paraded.
consisting of 20 high sclioc'
bands, the USA Army Ham.
U. S. Marine Band, the U.
Naval Band, 14, profession:,
floats, 4 non professional float .
some half dozen odd floats,
drill units and other units
Shrine units from Sikeston,
Madisonville, Princeton, Jackson, Murray, Hopkinsville,
ducah, and other places added
color with their clown, music.
cycle and horse teams, which
was arranged by Bruce Wilson.
The parade is sponsored by
the Fulton Lions Club and the
parade Marshall wishes to pay
special thanks for all the work
on Saturday fnorning; Glen
Veneklasen, John Sullivan, Joe
Treas, Win Whitnel, George
Brock, Wendal Butts. .lame
Butts, Gerald Stow, Shelton
Owens, Kenneth Crews, Ernes:
Fall, David Homra, M. R
Jeffress, Ron Laird, and James
Cullum. Any left out on this
list who helped need thank,
toe.
Special note and praisa
should be accorded Lion. Om.,
Theme, who arranged for :1
the beautiful floats, and also
Lion Raymond Adams. both
whom were up at daybre:
lining up floats. Charles Walks,
and his Boy Scout Troop need
a hand for all their efforts in
helping move and park all
busses.
CONVENTION
Prominent physicians from
Kentucky and throughout the
country will speak on timely
medical topics at the 1970 Annual Meeting of the Kentucky
Medical Association. The Meeting will be held September
22, 23 and 24 at Convention
Center, Louisville.

FHS Homecoming Queen
Candidates Are Named
The football players at Fulton
High School have recently selected the candidates for their
1970 Homecoming Queen. The
class selling the most magazines will be able to elect their
candidate as queen to reign
over the Homecoming Festivities at the Fort Campbell
game.
The lucky girls chosen were:
Mary Ann Crutchfield, candidate for the 9th grade; and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis

Crutchfield; Donna Sensing,
daughter of Mrs. Don Sensing,
candidate for the 10th grade;
Cindy Craven, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Craven, candidate for the 11th grade, and
Kathy Wheeler, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Wheeler,
12th grade candidate.
Each class is selling magazines to make money. so support your favorite candidate by
buying a magazine from her
class, in order to make hag
Homecoming Queen.

Joffrey II Dancers Gel Superb Review In Louisville
(Ed's Note: The Joffrey II
Dancers, the outstanding group
that appeared in concert here
for the Banana Festival on
Thursday night left on Friday
to open the season for the Louisville Dance Council. The following review, by the Louisville Courier-Journal's drama
critic is evidence that the local people who did not attend
the performance missed a rare
treat of entertainment. The Joffrey Dancers were brought
here under the auspices of the
Kentucky Arts Commission.)
•••
By WILLIAM MOOTZ
Louisville's 1970-71 ballet season got off to a leaping start
Saturday nigfit with a visit
from Joffrey's II Company at
the Brown Theatre.
The troupe is made up of

young dancers who have studied with Robert Joffrey's ballet school in New York, and
many of them will undoubtedly
soon be absorbed into Joffrey's
main company. They are a
strikingly talented bunch of
youngsters, and they provided
a delightful evening at the
Brown.
The program consisted of
four ballets—"Pas Des DeessChampetre,"
es," "Ronde
"The Still Point" and "Facade." All of them are by contemporary choreographers, and
all but "Facade" are relatively newcomers to the ballet repertory. Taken as a whole
they embrace diversified styles
and make a diverting program.
Of the four, it seemed to me
that the moat original, and the
one most likely to stay around

for a long, long time, is Joffrey's "Pas Des Deesses." Joffrey's main company dances it
frequently, and probably with
more elan and technical security. But the four young people
who preformed it Saturday
night made of it a winning
work.
The four characters in "Pas
Des Deesses" represent famous dancers of the 19th Century—Lucile Grahn, Fanny
Cerrito, Marie Tagliord, and
Arthur Saint-Leon. Joffrey imagines an occasion when they
share the spotlight together,
doing their tricks and wooing
their audiences to some lovely
piano pieces by John Field.
Cantle Touches
There are subtle comic
touches as the dancers vie
with one another for the af-

fections of their public. But
this is not a broad spoof, in the
manner of Anthony Tudor's
"Gala Performance." Joffrey
treats them affectionately, recreating the romantic past with
delicate style.
Of the four dancers who performed "Pas Des Deesses" Saturday night, a young enchantress named Christine Uchida
quickly became an audience
favorite. She is a beautiful
girl, with a radiant smile and
she has a breathtaking way of
making each technical feat she
performs seem like a daring
risk of her limbs. She defies
gravity as if born to fly, and
she is irresistible.
Also charming were Louise
Dore and Aina Bilkins. David
Loring seemed tireless in the
exhausting role of partner to

all three of them.
"Ronde Champetre," danced
to some piano pieces by Chabrier, has choreography by
Jonathan Watts. It is slight but
beguiling. Todd
Bolender's
"The Still Point" is sterner
stuff, although its subject matter—a young girl leaving adolescence to take a first step
toward sexual maturity—flirts
with banality.
That it seemed fresh rather
than laden with cliches %atm.day night was due to the dramatic insights with which Bolender invests his choreography, the skillful use he
makes of three movements
from Debussy's String Quartet
for musical underpinning, and
the strong performance of Aina
Bilkins as the girl trembling
(Cantiivaed au Papa Mit)
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Shall The World's MosiPowerful Nation
Kow - Tow To A Bunch Of Ragged Hijackers?
Airplane hijackings have quences that may put whole nareached such an absurd plateau tions at each other's throats if it
that the time may, hopefully, soon isn't dealt with in a decisive manarrive that people will concude ner, and now.
When Ali Baba and his forty
much better to stay at home.
thieves can take over an AmeriHijackings, which began orplane as common pirates, hold
ig.nally as acts of the mentally de- can
people at gunpoint and dera ged, developed into deliberate 180
as their release the freedom
mand
with
escape,
ar. -; of international
for
as the killer of the late
such
Cu)a the principal point of diverwe think it is
this hemisphere. Appar- Robert Kennedy,nation to let one
Si
this
past
for
time
)
en'ly, from the number of hijack
all know that we have the
ines that ensued, it got to be a 'Tit- and to p
stop to this a'sinine
power
quite
played
tle game that was
it is time for us
thuik
We
activity.
r—ularly, to nobody's apparent
to dispatch armèçl aircraft to the
scene and have a buick little war,
By 1969 a hijacking to Cuba right then and the e.
was so commonplace that a lot of
We believe tha he American
the diversions weren't even car- public is tired of eeing such
red on newscasts. "Ho-Hum, an- things go unchallenged and withother plane's been hijacked" sort out direct and prompt rebuttal.
of because an offhand remark that
We think that a prompt and
newscasters mentioned as a time decisive show of force, when the
filler at the end of the newscast, occasion demands it, is the main
or the papers carried to fill up the lesson that all the world underbottom of the page.
stands and abides by; at no time in
But like the campus protest, recent years did our country dewhich had been permitted to ex- monstrate that lesson as well as
pend itself rather freely until it did the late President John F.
got to the destructive stage, hi- Kennedy, in the Cuban missile
jacking has also grown in num- crisis, when he quickly threw a
bers, venom and irritation. It has naval blockade around Cuba to
become an international sort of prevent Soviet ships from getting
thing, with international guerilla supplies to that threatening counforces involved, and with conse- try.
1.7Y. WINDAGE—
(Continued From Page One)
Shall we try for a Ninth?
If we try for a Ninth, is there
someone in our twin commuinties
willing to volunteer for the job of
President?
The job will require a good
business head ,a sharp eye to details, a willingness to work hard
to get a good organization, some
practical experience in what has
gone on before, and one more
thing. And I believe that this last
thing is the key to the whole pattern for a possible Ninth Festival:
the positive and unwavering determination to cut OUT of the
agenda some activities that consumed a lot of manpower and
e,nergy and may have been cultural pinnacles but were financial
and attendance flops.
Of the Festival activities that
I was able to attend. I thought that
the country & western show, the
parade, the princess pageant and
the nrinted festival program were
the best.
I thought that the "alleged"
jazz concert, the evening late-hour
dances the worst; the Mariachi
"band" the most disappointing,
and the Friday afternoon International Relations program the most
unfortunate, seeing as how the
stage was full but the tent practically empty.
The Amigo program, as always, was and is real adventure in
international relations, and as
long as there is any semblance of a
Festival it should be continued.
The Festival, if it is to continuo, is going to need some honest hard-headed, drastic revising.
Thore is simply not available, inVoted one of Kentucky's "Bert All Around"
Weekly paper,.
Second-class postsgo paid of Fulton, Ky.
12041
ladross all melt (subscriptions, dung* el
address. Forms 31171) to Post OfFIco Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblate
and WaskIrrr Counties, Tenn. Illswasiotawo
throughout tho United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add $9i, Sakai
Tax.
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
Itur first of which was founded In 10110.
Published Fifty Thursdays ef The Year al
209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42/11

telligent manpower in these two
communities to handle twentythree major undertakings (count
'em!) in four days, and do all
twenty-three well. We cannot advertise far and wide for visitors
and honored guests to come to a
Festival that doesn't show good
overall organization, good planning and first-rate and well-attended programs.
And, try as hard as he or she
can, the Festival President cannot
personally manage even ONE of
these twenty-three or more major
undertakings: that's the job of the
respective
in
committeeman
charge of each undertaking. Some
did their job well; others failed
miserably and should never have
accepted their jobs.

and looked to for guidance. I
didn't know then, as some children seem to know now, that
parents are to look to their offBy Roy Stevens
spring for guidance.
*hen I went to college it was
Here I am, almost 30 years for the unheard of purpose of
old.
getting an education, and now
My 30th birthday, soon to ar- I find I could have used the
BE THE BEST OF WHATEVER YOU ARE
seriously
took
I
campus to influence state, narive, could, if
some of the things I've read tional, and international afIf you can't be a pine on the top of the hill,
and heard, be a disastrous ex- fairs.
perience.
Be a scrub in the valley-but be
When I got married I startAfter all, Number 30 is sup- ed working 40 to 50 hours a
The best little scrub by the side of the rill;
posed to signal the transition week to help pay my college
from the idolized, all-knowing expenses, and for some reason
Be a bush if you can't be a tree.
uorld of the young to the "re- that made me appreciate even
actionary, dreary, uninformed" more the value of the educaIf you can't be a bush be a bit of the grass,
world of the old.
tion I was receiving. Being unAnd some highway happier make;
I have been advised by no sophisticated, it never occurred
high
to me to forego marriage and
less authority than a
If you can't be a ibuskie then just be a bassschool junior that all people instead join a coeducational
But the liveliest bass in the lake!
under 30 know where it's at. commune where I could live
And that all over 30 definitely out of garbage dumps and at
We can't all be captains, we got to be crew,
the same time use my vast
are not there.
There's something for all of us here,
Besides, my 30th birthday knowledge to determine what
pollution
may involve burning bridges I should be done about
There's big work to do, and there's lesser to do,
can't come back across. It of Lake Erie.
And the task you must do is near.
When z grauuated from colcould mean I will not in the
future, as I have not in the lege seven years ago, I took
If you can't be a highway then just be a trail,
myself
the unorthodox step of acceptpast, be able to indulge
If you can't be the sun be a star;
in those contemporary, ideal- ing a regular JO, when there
istic pursuits of that minority was the alternative of using my
It isn't by size that you win or you failamong us called "radical degree to go forth against the
establishment, maybe even
youth."
Be the best of whatever you are!
For example, when I was a fire-bombing it into perfection.
And now I've worked seven
child I had the weird idea that
parents were to be respected, years, trying to feed, clothe and
Unknown
raise a family, without even
once carrying a sign or burnTHE TERRACOTTA PAL- —hardy and adventurous men ing the flag, or lying in front
ACE, by Anne Maybury. As the
who were explorers and trap- of a troop train or wearing
fighting National
plane touched down at Rome
FULTON'S
pers and traders. The hazards beads or
Guardsmen or calling policeAirport, Juliet Holdroyd, a
sketchily familate
trip
the
of
men "Pigs."
young passenger, had no special sense of warning of the dan- iar; hostile Indians: freezing
So, here I am, almost 30
winters and parching deserts; years old.
gerous situation she was walkstarving
among
cannibalism
ing
to
arrived
had
She
into.
BY LUCY DANIEL
Not regretting a thing I
spend a holiday with Vanessa seekers for routes to the Pacific haven't done.
plagues.
Malimbrose, her friend from Coast; grasshopper
Not the least bit worried
All this will give you a lively about crossing that imaginary
"Can you maks) up a sant. the computer age has become schooldays, but when she callono* with the phrase 'bitter a reality whose significance ed at the address Vanessa had look at the days when the 30-year-old line between the
end' in it Mary?" Little Mary may be appreciated by imagin- given her, she was met by the question of where your next young and old.
meal was coming from.
looked dubious. "Would this
A whole lot smarter than I
ing a world from which all blank denial that her friend
do, teacher? 'Our dog chased
even existed.
was at 20.
elisuddenly
were
computers
our cat, and he bitter end.'"
And still anxious to learn.
ZELDA, by Nancy Milford
minated. Here is the full story
There was a curious streak of
GREAT ADVENTURES OF recklessness in Zelda Sayre
of the fantastic machines that
THE OTHER CAROLINE,
THE OLD WEST, by American
when she was a child. As she
by Mary J. Ward. A bombshell have taken over innumerable Heritage. The pre-Civil War
grew up, her escapades bethat blew the lid off the care- tasks in the modern world.
nineteenth century meant bus- came the scandal of her homefully hidden world of mental
tles and bows, elegant silver town of Montgomery, Alabama.
hospitals when it was publishDYNASTY OF DEATH, by tea services, and political pala- But she was a beauty and her
ed, The Snake Pit, by Mary Taylor Caldwell. This is a big ver for part of the United
Jane Ward, she now, in her novel, with many characters States. It meant something father was a respected judge.
latest novel probes the world of and a great deal of drama. It very different to a restless Witty, indulged, capricious,
the emotionally disturbed to tells the story of two American cross section of men and wo- she thoroughly enjoyed exerThe Young Democrat College
portray the special torments of families who built a small fire- men for whom the eastern part cising the prerogatives of a
an amnesic young woman who arms business into a great of the nation had become syn- belle. When she married F. Council today released further
believes she is the "victim" of munitions empire during the onymous with lack of oppor- Scott Fitzgerald in 1920 after details concerning the upcoma stormy two-year courtship, ing barbeque dinner to be held
modern medical research.
19th century. Their conflicts tunity, loss of religious freeher life seemed the natural ex- in Hopkinsville on September
among themselves and with dom, crowded cities, land and
tension of Montgomery exist- 26th. The dinner, whit will beCOMPUTERS, by D. S. Hal.' others, their loves, hates, and influence in the hands of a ence, played on a larger stage. gin at 6:30 p. m. will host all
acy, Jr. The electronic com- above all, the ruthless ambi- wealthy minority. From these She and Scott moved in a gold- the candidates in the Demoputer has just recently come tions of some of them is a discontents sprang the exodus en aura of excitement, romance cratic Primary next May as
of age, having reached its story that offers a fascinating that peopled two-thirds of a na- and promise. The epitome of well as other prominent figures
twenty-first birthday in 1967. glimpse into the heart and tion. The pioneers spread westin the Democratic Party.
(Continued on Page Four)
ward, a few at a time at first
Yet in this short span of years mind of long-ago America.
Heading the list of those already accepting invitations to
attend are gubernatorial canVernon Melton, of near Dukedom, was hon- didates Bert Combs, and Wenored on his eighteenth birthday, Sunday, August dell Ford, as well as LieutenFROM THE FILES.—
27, with a lovely basket dinner at the Melton ant Governor candidates Henry
Beach, John Breckinridge and
home given by friends and relatives. Those pres- Julian Carroll. Other public
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bondurant and chil- figures planning to attend the
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. dinner are Mary Louise Foust,
Stovall, Drex Davis,
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Joe Terell, all of Dukedom; Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Thelma
Bernard Davis, Katherine PeSEPTEMBER 4, 1925
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Evans,
Otis Melton and Aundra, den, former Governor Ned
Congressman Frank
W. W. Batts and Ben W. Shew have joined Mr. and Mrs. Frank Adams, all of Fulton. Several Breathitt,
A. Stubblefield, as well as
hands to incorporate the Kentucky Hardware and other guests were present from out of town, and other state and local officials.
Implement Company in Fulton. For the past Vernon received many nice gifts and enjoyed see- The event is designed to offer
the people of Kentucky a
eight years Mr. Batts has represented the Oliver ing all of his friends and family.
chance to personally meet and
Chilled Plow works in this territory; Mr. Shew
hear the candidates for public
Fulton's old "White-Way" standards, replac- office.
has been manager of the Memphis branch of the
Large numbers of Kensame concern. The new store is in the Meadows ed by newer lights are now piled up at the City tuckians from across the Commonwealth
are expected to atBlock on Church Street, in the location formerly Barn and await buyers for their final resting tend the event
which will be
place.
City
The
a
set
Council
of
has
price
$10
each
occupied by Campbell and Jones.
held at the Convention Center
for the poles and $2.50, for the fixtures, which in Hopkinsville.
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Young Demos
Releases News
Of Fund Drive

Turning Back The Clock

I was, as I mentioned in this
corner last week, most interested
in the forthcoming Mariachi Band
and the Dixieland jazz concert,
hoping they would excel even the
Marimba band and the fine Lionel
Hampton concert of last year.
Boy, was I disappointed, In kindness to whoever hired them, I
Work on the new Methodist Church in Rice
would assume that neither had City is progressing nicely this week; W. M. Hill
ever been heard before.
and Sons have a contract for the brick construcThe 5-piece Mariachi band tion, and Ernest Willie for the building. The
turned out to be a cocktail-party building committee is composed of W. J. Willie,
type of entertainment that one Sam Campbell, Ernest Willie, Marvin Inman and
could pleasantly listen to for an J. J. Owens. The Rice City Methodist Church
hour or so providing drinks were was organized about a year ago with 40 or 50
being served as a diversion. For members accepted and added to the Fulton Cirdancing they were a total loss; for cuit of Union City District.
any kind of public entertainment
George Covington and George Bingham
they were hopeless. On top of that,
they dropped down to 4 pieces af- have recently purchased the Mayfield Messenger
ter the first day; one of the trum- from pioneer publisher Col. Lemon's son, and a
splendid improvement in the paper's appearance
pet players disappeared.
has been noted these days.
The dixieland band from
Memphis is another that didn't
Complimentary to their sons, George Hudwin any popularity vote with dleston of New York City and Leon Huddleseither a listening crowd or a danc- ton of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Huddleston
ing crowd, and about the only gave a dinner-bridge party this week at their
thing they had in common with home.
the Lionel Hampton band was that
both bands sat in chairs. Even if
TWENTY - YEARS AGO
they were free, they shouldn't
SEPTEMBER 8, 1950
have been on the program.
Festivals grow in stature, or
they decline. And when they decline, the job of rebuilding them
and restoring public enthusiasm if
not easy, although it can be done.
Such is the thought to contemplate in looking to the fall of
1971.

Grass Roots
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originally cost $50 apiece.
Jimmy Whitnel, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Whitnel will leave this week for college at Castle
Heights Military Academy as a sophomore.
Jennings Kerby, a young lawyer, was elected
president of the Young Democrats Club recently.
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
SEPTEMBER 13, 1895
(From The Hickman Courier)

The east Hickman spoke factory is running
day and night.
Cayce, Hall and Gray, three Memphis pugilists, gave several sparring exhibitions in this city
last week.
The passenger rate from St. Louis to Memphis and return by the anchor line has been advanced to $10.00.

The chairmen of the democratic committees
of Fulton, Hickman and Graves counties will
Ann McDade, Cissy Murphy, Ann Latta, meet in Fulton, Wednesday to compare the poll
Carmen Pigue and Amelia Parrish left this week books of the recent primary elections.
to begin studying at the University of Kentucky.
The Moscow correspondent of the Clinton
Also leaving for college soon are Jane White, Sue
Easley, Betty Whitesell, Sidney Bard, Billy Gre- Democrat says that there will be a big populace
gory, Johnny Holland and Nancy Wilson. Jack barbeque at Union Church Springs four miles
Thorpe, who was planning to join his friends at east of Cayce in Fulton County September 26.
college this semester suffered a knee injury and No whiskey or smoking or chewing tobacco or
drinking warm water allowed on the grounds.
will not be able to attend fall quarter.

Letters Of Interest
The Mayfield Messenger
Mayfield, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
Thanks for the three ads.
We appreciate it.
the release and there have been sevral others run also. In fact we
have run everything you sent
over. Thought you would appreciate position of this particular news release. We feel
that promotion of anything in
West Kentucky helps us all.
Thanks for making our job so
easy by preparing good releases and pictures.
I know how hard the people
of Fulton have worked on the
festival and it is a credit to the
community.
Wishing You every success
on this year's festival, and
hoping to see you soon.
Sincerely yours,
Watt Apperson
HIGHER INTEREST
Residents of Kentucky and
American citizens everywhere
who own or are buying United
States Savings Bonds are in
line for higher interest on their
bonds The increase in the
2-per cent bonus.
1
form of a /
raises the effective interest
rate on new Savings Bonds
2 percent,
1
from 5 percent to 5/
when held to maturity.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sanders
Observe Fiftieth Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sanders, a well known South Fulton couple, observed their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, September 12 at their
home, 505 College Street.
No formal observance was
held, but the couple had many
visitors, and recieved a number of gifts, cards and phone
calls from well-wishers.
Mrs. Sanders is the former
Frances Morgan of LaCenter,
Ky. They were married in
Cairo, Illinois.
Mr. Sanders, one of South
Fulton's best known residents
has been employed at the
Browder Milling Company for
the past 39 years. He is a supervisor. Mr. and Mrs. Sanders
are members of the First Baptist church and he is a deacon.
For the past 13 years he has
taught a Sunday School Class
on the local radio station at
10:05 a. in. each Sunday
morning. He served for four
years as Civil Defense Director
in South Fulton.
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Mrs. Hart To
Address KWA
Area Meefing
Mrs. Jane Hart, author,
mother and Director of the
Education and Materials Section, Division of Regional Services in the Department of
Mental Health since 1968 will
speak on "Children
With
Learning Disabilities" for District I, Kentucky Welfare Association (ICWA) dinner meeting at Holiday Inn, Mayfield,
Kentucky on September 22 at
6:30 p. m.
Mrs. Hart's daughter Hannah
is brain damaged and she had
worked extensively with her.
The Executive Committee of
District I, Kentucky Welfare
Association (ICWA) consists of
the following: Mrs. Kate Henton, Benton, President; Mrs.
Mayfield,
Gayle
Mullinax,
Vice-President; Mrs. Iris Holly, Wickliffe, Secretary; Miss
ibyl Bell, Paducah, Treasury; Membership: Mrs. Pauline
Harris, Murray and Mrs. MarJaret Adams, Fulton; Program
Nimmittee: Mrs. Lee King,
Mayfield, and Miss Cynthia
Billingsley, Paducah; Publicity: Mrs. Edna C. Glenn, Paducah.
The public is invited to attend.

They have three children.
Mick Sanders, a salesman for
Lovelace-Farmer at Martin;
Mrs. Elmer Linker, South Fulton City Recorder, and Mrs.
Tommie Sue Ainley of Dukedom who is an employee of
Ferry-Morse in Fulton.
Grandchildren are William
Sanders, Judy Burgess of Hammond, Ind., and Diane Liliker,
South Fulton, Trudy Goodwin
of Fulton and a great grandson, Christopher Burgess.

By SALLY BLY

Local Students
On Honor Roll
At UT,Martin
Honor roll students for the
summer quarter at The University of Tennessee at Martin
have been announced by Henry
C. Allison, dean of admissions
and records.
To be listed on the summer
quarter honor roll, a student
must be enrolled for both sessions or carry at least 12 hours
of credit during one session
and must earn a point average
ranging from 3.0 to 4.0 point
maximum system. Students
whose grades are from 3.75 to
40, inclusive, are passed for
the quarter summa cum laude.
Among the students listed on
the summer quarter honor roll
at U-T Martin are the following from South Fulton and
Fulton:
South Fulton — Jane Bloodworth, Bonita Burrow Bynum,
Teresa J. Fields, Joyce Gail
Forehand, Diane Foster, Carmen Sue Gardner, Bonnie Lee
McAlister, Sam Ray Miller,
Betty Gail Milliken, Pamela
Netherla nd.
KENTUCKY
Fulton — Gary Lynn Barnes,
Carolyn A. Dunavant, Kathy
API Meacham, Mary Jo Butts,
(stlInnla Cum laude).
Hickman — Cheryl Lynn Meflees.
Wingo — Phyllis Ann Glass,
NEW STAFF MEMBER
A reception was held Sunday night, September 6, at the
South Fulton Baptist Church
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Winstead, the new assistant to
the pastor. A fellowship meal
was held following the evening
service and each enjoyed the
food, and meeting the new minister of music and his lovely
family.

Dr, and Mrs. Ken Winston

Miss Huba And Dr. Winston
Are Wed In Summer Ceremony
Miss Susan Huba became the bride of Dr.
Ken Rose Winston in a summer wedding at the
beautiful Whatley's Chapel on the campus of
Temple Buell College in Denver, Colorado, with
Bill Adrian, Assistant to the President of University of Denver officiating.
Families of both, together with their many
friends were present. Susan's sister, Marcia Berger of Pittsburg, Pa., served as matron of honor
while, Dr. Doyle Voygt of the U. S. Space Center
in Denver served as best man.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Albert Huba of Butler,
Pennsylvania and the late Dr.
Hubs. Mrs. Huba, her son-inlaw, Michael Berger, daughter
Marcia Berger and granddaughter, Susan Jones, all of
Pittsburg, attended.
Ken is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kendred M. Winston of
507 Vancil, South Fulton. Mr.
and Mrs. Winston. together
with Penelope, Priscilla and
Bob were present.
Susan is a graduate of the
University of Pittsburg and
received her master's degree
from Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts. Dr. Winston is a graduate of Fulton
High School, attended Murray

Carol Luther
Teaching In
Hodgenville
Miss Carol Luther, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Luther
of Cedar Street in Fulton, has
recently received her Master of
Science degree in Home Economics education from the University of Kentucky, graduating with a point average of
3.91.
She is now teaching in the
home economics department of
Larue County High School in
Hodgenville, Kentucky.
She came home last weekend
to spend some time with her
family and friends and to attend the festivities of the Banana Festival.
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State University and received
his M. D. degree from the
University of Tennessee in
Memphis.
Presently he is completing
his fifth and final year as
Chief Resident Neurosurgeon
at the University of Colorado
Medical Center, Denver.
Susan is teaching and working in the Department of
Psychiatrics at the same center.
Following the wedding, a reception was held on the lakvn
of Professor Bill Werner and
wife. Gwyn, close friends of the
bride and groom. Late in the
afternoon, they left on a wedding trip to Southern California.
following which they will be at
home at 799 Dalhia, Apartment
608, Denver, Colorado.

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin D.
Stover, daughter Earleen and
granddaughter Janet Richardson, of Fulton, arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
A. (Snooky) Mann, on North
Parkway in Corinth, Miss., in
time for a patio coke party,
given in honor of Miss Chris
McClamroch, the present Miss
Mississippi.
Miss McClamroch has lived
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mann for the past five years,
her earlier years being spent in
Palmer Orphanage at Columbus, Miss.
Mrs. Mann is the daughter
of Mrs. Stover. The Manns have
been close friends of Mr. McClamroch and the late Mrs.
Irene McClamroch for a number of years. They are making
plans to attend the pageant in
Applications are now in or- Atlantic City with the McClamder for the 1971 Maid of Cot- roch family.
ton title.
The selection is open to girls
between 19 and 23 who are at
least five feet five inches tall
and have never been married.
Applicants also must have been
born in a cotton-producing
state or have lived continuousMrs. W. B. Sowell and Mrs.
ly in the Cotton Belt since the Bert Yarbro, Jr., Fulton Counage of seven or earlier.
ty Farm Bureau winners of
ApPlication forms may be the women's dress revue will
obtained by writing the Coun- compete in the district contest
cil, 1918 North Parkway, Mem- to be held at the Diplomat Inn
phis. Completed applications, in Paducah on September 21.
along with three photographs, These garments are conmust be returned to the council structed and modeled by the
before Midnight, December 1st. participants and made from all
Twenty finalists will be wool or all cotton.
The state contest will be held
chosen to compete for the national title In two days of judg- In Louisville in November during in Memphis in late Decem- ing the State Farm Bureau
ber.
convention.

In District
Dress Revue

rEREST

HIRE'S HOW IT IS DONE: Carl Mullins, Murray State Wirersity's new food morvic• administrator, conskstenHy dons kitchen
attire to daniendrate more efficient and palatable methods of
food properatien far the University's cafeteria Perweettel Mere,
he thews Mrs. Kathleen McDaniel, Murray,•fader way mixing
the ingredients piing into a tessad salad.
(Photo

by Wilson

Weellirr)

Lexington, Ky.—Unlike many
students, Jennie Lou Nunn
seeks to stay out of the spotlight, to reject special attention, preferring the anonymous
cloak of "average."
"I'd rather stay just a plain,
old student," she said, declining to have more than one
campus photograph made of
her—and that grudgingly. "I
just don't want to be that conspicuous."
Equal Treatment in Class
In classes at the University
of Kentucky, that works—she
thinks she gets no special
treatment; but socially she
gets singled out. Whenever
she's introduced, someone is
sure to ask, "Are you related
to the governor?"
After last spring's campus
disorders, Gov. Louie B. Nunn,
who called the National Guard
to the University of Kentucky
campus in Lexington, has not
been a universally popular
man on campus. And his daughter has even considered
transferring to an out of state
school to avoid notice.
She Seemed Tense
As she sat talking in the
lounge of Blanding Tower,
where she is a corridor advisor,
Miss Nunn seemed more tense
and less open than she was
when interviewed the night her
father won the Republican
nomination for governor.
Explaining why she didn't
want pictures taken in a classroom, she said, "If you didn't
like someone, how would you

feel if she came into the room
with a photographer going
'Click click'?"
Miss Nunn, a sophomore, was
sent home by her father during last spring's confrontation.
She said that most fellow students treat her well. But "some
of the hippies, if they knew
who I was," might give her
trouble, she said. "I don't think
it's the students so much as
the outsiders," she said.
So fir she has limited her
campus activities to pledging
Delta Delta Delta, and to being a corridor advisor in Blanding. She would like to work to
improve the concert series—"I
was a music major the first
semester"—and. nautrally, to
join the Young Republicans.
She's majoring in business and
office education.
Her brother Stephen, a freshman, who, she said, is even
more publicity shy than she, is
in prelaw at UK.
When she moves into the TrDell house next semester, Miss
Nunn will be living with the
daughter of another former
governor, Edward T. Breathitt,
a Democrat. Miss Nunn said
she and Linda Breathitt are
"very friendly."
BIRTHDAY!
J. L. Coleman of 7583 Henry
Street. Centerline, Mich. 48015,
will celebrate his 83rd birthday
on September 21 and will appreciate receiving cards from
his friends in this area. He is
the father of Mrs. Claud Fields,
Route 2, Wingo.

GETTING ACQUAINTED: Kathy Slater, freshman, Benton,
and Tina Jolley, sophomore, Fulton, get acquainted while participating in the annual sorority Rush Week at Murray State
University. More than 130 girls have come to the campus a
week early for the purpose of meeting members of the six national sororities on the Murray campus. Rush Week activities
will end Saturday, at which time bids will be distributed.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
Trim leafy vegetables, lettuce and cabbage sparingly.
The dark outer leaves are especially rich in nutrients. Remove woody midribs from kale
leaves—there is little nutritive
loss and the kale cooks more
uniformly — Patricia E. Curtsinger — County Extension
Agent, Benton, Ky. 42025

THE NEWS photographer managed to get a picture of three of
the four South Fulton Junior High cheerleaders this week on the
way to Tuesday night's game. They are (from left): Jennie
Roberts, Ginger Gilbert and Donna Nabors. (see story).

South Fulton Junior High
Party Honors Names Four New Cheerleaders
Candidate For
Miss America

Maid Of Cotton
Contest Seeks
Area Entries
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Jennie Nunn Publicity
Shy On U. K. Campus

Four beautiful Jr. Hi. girls
were selected as Cheerleaders
for the Little Devils for 1970-71.
Thy are: Ginger Gilbert, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Gilbert; Jennie Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Roberts; Donna Nabors, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Nabors; and Jacqueline Whaley,
daughter of Mrs. Patsy Whaley

and granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. D. Parr. Fourteen girls
tried out from the seventh and
eight grades. All Junior High
students and teachers balloted
with the above results. New
uniforms are being made and
a lot is being expected from
them. Mrs. Linda Barclay is
the sponsor.

before retiring. But how many
realize that morning face
cleaning is just as important?
While you sleep, the body gives
off waste products through the
skin via prespiration and excess oils. A thorough cleaning
with soap and water is essential before applying fresh makeup.
—Dauveena M. Roper, Courthouse,
M3yfield, Kentucky
School girls are busy planPhone: 247-2334
ning their back-to-school cloth- 42066
ing. Whether you are purchasTime was when a family
ing ready-to-wear clothing or
planning to make your own. didn't know the meaning of
you will be more attractive if lock or key. But all that has
you make a special effort to changed. Today, it is about as
choose designs that flatter you. necessary for the farm family
I shall be glad to send you a to lock up when they are leavleaflet, "Which Line Is Yours", ing home, as it is the city
that shows how optical illu- dweller. Vandals and thieves
sion can be used to make you like roaming the countryside.
appear taller, more slender or So it is wise to keep your house
heavier and better proportion- fairly well locked, even when
ed. Call your local Extension you are home, especially when
the men of the house are not
Office or drop me a card.
in. And do leave a light burn—Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson, ing. especially
in your absence.
Box 270, Hickman. Kentucky
It's smart, too, to burn a dif42050
ferent light—not the same one
in the same room every time
Most women have learned you leave your home.
that the secret to skin beauty is —Barletta Wrather. 209 Maple
through removal of all makeup St., Murray, Ky. 42071

Ain .eanciw
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: It must
be great to be either black or
white. At least you know what
you are. I am an Oriental.
The average Negro or Caucasion has no idea of the prbblems
and anxieties suffered by people of the so-called yellow
race.
Most blacks think of the
Oriental as white. But white
people do not consider us their
equal. While we have never
been pushed to the back of the
bus, like another minority race,
we have been discriminated
against in other ways. The
whole color thing in the United
States is completely illogical
since some Indians have darker skin than many Negroes,
but so long as they wear native costumes or have aquiline
features they can get in anyplace.
I am an Oriental boy who
moved to a new state and I
would like to date a Caucasian
girl. Shall I try? I know the
racial barriers are breaking
down, but I do not wish to offend anyone. Please advise.
— Uncertain
Dear Uncertain: The best

way to find out is to ask her.
It may be that the girl would
like very much to go out with
you. But if she says no, don't
assume the reason you were
turned down is because she is
prejudiced against Orientals.
One of my favorite stories is
the one about the fellow who
didn't get the j-j-ob as ar-radio annn-nn-ouncer because
he was J-J-J-eewish.
Dear Ann Landers: So many
parents are concerned about
drug abuse these days, and
they have a right to be. You
can do them a favor by letting
them know they can get help
by calling their County Mental
Health Department.
Most county hospitals have
detoxification clinics where
patients are physically taken
off drugs. If your particular
county hospital does NOT have
such facilities they can give
you the name and number of a
place that does The county
hospital can also put callers in
touch with organizations that
help addicts get free treatment
and follow-up counseling. These
organizations have staff mem-

bers trained in first aid and
telephone answering. The county pays for this help and there
are also volunteers (ex-addicts
usually) who donate their
time. Through these organizations, addicts can be cured
without getting a police record
or publicity. They also have a
24-hour crisis phone service. If
an addict becomes dangerously ill someone will come for
him. If a staff member sees
that medical help is needed, a
physician will be called immediately.
So many people need help
these days and they don't know
where to go or who to call.
Please tell them. —A Stockton,
Calif. Mother And Volunteer
Dear Mother: This office
checked your suggestion by
calling 12 county hospitals in
12 different states. They ALL
had free facilities for drug addicts, including Cook County
in Illinois, which was a pleasant surprise. I endorse your
suggestion and thank you for
writing.

coming crochety in my old
age? I'm only 52 yet I become
increasingly irritated by my
fellow workers. I am employed in an office-32 desks in one
large room. I'm on an aisle.
Several times a day some passer-by drops a paper clip down
my dress, jabs my arm with
a pencil, lifts a loose hairpin
from my head and hands it to
me. Just this minute a kid
younger than my son pulled
my ear. Should I tell everybody "Hands off?" — Mrs.
Grr-rr
Dear Mrs.: No. The pesky
annoyances are in reality expressions of affection. The
time to be concerned is when
people pass your desk and
ignore you.

What awaits you on the other
side of the marriage veil? How
cm you be sure your marriage
will work? Read Ann Landers'
booklet "Marriage — What To
Expect." Send your request to
Ann Landers in care of your
newspaper enclosing 50c in
coin and a long, stamped, self.
Dear Ann Landers: Am I be- addressed envelope.

show us where to look."
Martin N. Healer, C. & B.,
P-4 Fulton Co. News,Thursday, Sept. 14, 1970 will speak at 8:00 p. m. in the
Holiday Inn Highway 51 N. un
der the auspices of First
Church of Christ Scientist, Fulton, Ky.
A Christian Science teacher
and practitioner from Houston,
Mr. Heafer is on nationwide
-tour as a member of The
Christian Science Board of
Graveside services for Mrs. L. W. Burcham, a resident Lectureship. He will be introHarriet M. Whitnel were held of Route three, Hickman, died duced by Mrs. Ernie Brown
in Fairview Cemetery. Fulton, Sunday evening at the Obion First Reader of Fulton church.
Saturday afternoon, September County Hospital in Union City, In
his lecture
entitled
12, with Rev. Jim Wilkerson of Tennessee. He was sixty-three "There'si Always An Answer,"
Trinity Episcopal Church of- years of age and had been a Mr. Heafer wlil relate how
ficiating. Hornbeak Funeral seed grader for over thirty
spiritual perception of the "one
Home was in charge of ar- years. He was formerly employed by Reed Brothers Seed
rangements.
Mrs. Whitnel died in the Company of Fulton, and was
Henry County Hospital at at the present time the Public
Paris, Tenn. on Thursday, Sep- Relations Man and Seed
Grader.
tember 10.
Mrs. Whitnel, 77. was the
Services will be held today
daughter of the late Mr. and (Wednesday. September 16) at
Mrs. W. P. Murrall, prominent 2:00 p. m. at the First Baptist
citizens of this community, Church in Hickman. Reverend
and was the widow of Will Robert Dills and Reverend
Whitnel. She was a former John •M, Statham will officiate.
resident of Fulton.
Mr. Burcham was an active
Surviving are one daughter, member of the First Baptist
Mrs. Bob Perkins of Paris, Church, and had been a SunTenn.; two sons, W. M. Whit- day School teacher for many
nel, Jr. of Lexington and J. F. years.
Whitnel of Atlanta, and five
L. W. Burcham was also a
member of the Union City
Chapter of the Masons.
Survivors include his wife,
Hazel Watson Burcham, a dauMrs. Ethel Mai Freeman ghter, Margaret Rose of
died Saturday, September 12, Memphis; two step-daughters,
in Haws Memorial Nursing Mrs. Rosalee Forsythe of
Home, where she had been a Hickman and Mrs. Mary Eva
patient for three years.
Langford of Hickman; a broFuneral services were held ther, Ardell Burcham of FulMonday morning, September ton; five sisters. Mrs. Mildred
14, in Hornbeak Funeral Home Dunn of Brandon. Florida;
chapel, with Rev. W. G. Mrs. Louise Choates of Fulton;
Adams. pastors of the First Mrs. Lois Potter of Plymouth,
United Methodist Church, of- Michigan; Mrs. Juanita Busficiating. Burial was in St. hart, Selmer, Tennessee, Mrs.
Paul's Methodist Cemetery at Selma Llamas of East St.
Louis and six grandchildren.
Wing°.
All of the pallbearers will be
Mrs. Freeman. 85, was the
members of the First Baptist
Freeman.
L.
Vester
widow of
a railway postal clerk, who Church of Hickman.
Interment will be in East.
died in 1945. She was a member of the First United Metho- view Cemetery in Union City.
dist Church and of the Fulton
Woman's Club. She formerly
lived at 106 Third Street.
Surviving are several nieces
and nephews, including Robert
G. Dunn of Fulton, Mrs. Gilbert Cheniae of Greenbelt, Md.
and Robert Lee Lane of Truman, Ark.

true source of all that really
is" bfought about the solution
of a number of everyday problems.
A native of Dallas, Mr. Healer has a degree in mathematics
from Southern Methodist University. During Work! War II
he served In the U. S. Army
Air Corps. Later he held an
executive position with a business machines company.
Mr. Heafer withdrew from
business in 1957 to devote his
full time to the healing ministry of Christian Science. He
became a Christian Science
lecturer in 1964 and a Christian
Science teacher in 1967. He has

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Emily
had a happy surprise last Tuesday When good friends from Independence, Mo., came by to
spend the night with them on
their way to the Smokey
Mountains.
Miss Patty Parish won first
prize on her sewing at the
traveled widely.
The lecture is free and local
members have invited the public to attend.

heard.
Union City Fair
Seems this young lady is doing
fine wittf her sewing.
Mrs. 0. J. Jones returned to
her job at Butt's Grocery Monday morning after being home
on a sick leave for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kennedy of Denver, Colorado have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. D.
J. Jones and other relatives
and friends here the past week.
While they were here they
visited another sister, Mrs.
Ralph McKnight and niece,
Mrs. Margie Graves and families in Sheffield, Ala. They left
going back to Colorado Monday.

Marion Jones of Detroit has
returned home after spending
a few days with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
are in the middle of redecorating their house in side this
week.
The farmers are really picking the corn now. It seems to
be turning out good around
here.
Ricky Hopkins is spending
his vacation with his aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
Antosi..k and other relatives
there.
Mrs. Effie Croft and Mrs.
Aline Williams visited ' with
Mrs. Stella Jones awhile Fri-

day afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Croft
visited Mrs. Croft's sister, Mrs.
Essie Davis in Memphis :1st
week. Mrs. Davis entered the
hospital while they were there.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited with Mrs. Maggie
Panty in Pilot Oak, Sunday
afternoon. Her sister, Mrs. Amn.ie Seay was visiting with her.
Mrs. Panky is 86 years old and
Mrs. Seay, 90 years old, but
you would never know it hearing them talk and play the
electric organ,

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs. Martha Ann Dunn died
Friday evening, September 11.
at the home of her son, Jack
Dunn, Union City.
Funeral services were held
Sunday. September 13, in
White-Ranson Funeral Home
Memorial chapel in Union
City, with Rev. Tom Smithmier of Memphis officiating.
Burial was in East View Cemetery.
Mrs. Dunn, 95, was the daughter of the late George Porter
Pannell and was the widow of
James W. Dunn, who died in
1946. They were residents of
Harris Station, where he was a
farmer. Mrs. Dunn was a
member of Shady Grove
United Methodist Church.
Surviving are four sons,
Homer Dunn of Harris Station,
J. W. Dunn, Herbert Dunn and
Jack Dunn of Union City; four
daughters, Mrs. Connie Carter
of Fulton, Mrs. Myrtle Walker
and Mrs. Floyd McFarland of
Union City. and Mrs. Eugene
Council of Route 4, Union City;
one brother, Andrew Pannell of
Harris Station; one sister, Mrs.
Lawrence Bizzle of Rives;
fourteen grandchildren and a
number of great-grandchildren
and great-great-grandchildren.

LIBRARY CORNER—
(Continamd From Page Two,

Martin N.-Neater

Johnson Grove Baptist Church was organized in 1888 and has

the Jazz Age, they rode the
, crest of the era to it's collapse,
and their own.
AMERICA THE VANISHING, Samuel R. Ogden. This
anthology on the changing
American landscape and the
quality of life on it, yesterday,
today and tomorrow, is "both
a nostalgic memorial to what
was, and a disapproving commentary on what is.

ASSIGNMENT: SPORTS, by
Robert Lipsyte. John Pappas
appeared on the second day of
spring training. He was thin
and pale; he looked about
seventeen years old. He said
tie was twenty-one and that he
had come to Saint Petersburg,
Florida, to be a pitcher for the
New York Met& Nobody knew
what to do with him. Meet
John Pappas and watch his
tryout, as Robert Lipsyte,
guides us from the baseball
camps to the croquet lawns,
from the Kentucky Derby to
the Olympics.

been remodeled three times. In 1955 four rooms were added and in

— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
•

Greenfield
Phone 235-2213

W. D. Powers
Fulton
I Phone 472-1253

J. B. MANS SONS
Greenfield, Tow

Virgil Patterson, George Finch, R. A. LeCornu, C. V. Maxfield and
R. A. DeMyer (inactive).

1963 three Sunday School rooms, basement and rest rooms were
added.
Rev. Harville Petty, the present pastor, has been ministering
to this church since March, this Year.

10:00 a. m. Sunday School
11:00 a. m. Morning Worship
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
7:30 p. m. Prayer Meeting
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Christian Scions. Lectunsr

Can today's problems be
solved? An affirmative answer
to this question will be given
at a public lecture to be held
in Fulton, Ky. on Tuesday,
September 22.
"Many unsolved problems
plague us today," the lecturer
will state, "but that doesn't
mean the answers aren't available. We just haven't looked in
the right place, to the correct
source, for solutions—or we
haven't looked intelligently
enough.
BRAINS CAPABILITY
"There is a source that proThe human brain can retain
10 million bits of information vides us with the mental and
and pull them out at random. spiritual qualities that will
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Methodists Will Ordain
First Woman At Gardner
Rev. Mrs. Ora Bell Peck,
pastor of Martin Circuit United
Methodist Churches in the
Paris District, will be ordained
elder by Bishop H. E. Finger,
Jr. at a special service at Gardner United Methodist Church,
west of Martin, on Sunday,
September 20, at 7:30 p. m.
The ordination sermon will
be preached by Bishop Finger,
-the resident bishop of the Nashville area of the United Methodist Church, which includes
the Memphis Annual Conference. Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, District Superintendent of the
Paris District, will preside at
the service and participate,
along with Rev. D. M. Hilliard
of Dyer, Tennessee, in the layMg on of hands.
Rev. Mrs. Peck is a native
of Paducah, Kentucky and a
graduate of Murray State College, Murray, Kentucky. She
was received as a full member of the Memphis Annual
Conference in June of 1968. She
has served the Martin Circuit
churches sInce June, 1969. She
had previously served Little
Chapel Methodist Church in
Paducah, Kentucky, and Columbus Circuit in West Kentucky.
This will be a historic event
in the Memphis Annual Conference in that it will be the first
time for a woman to receive
full ordination as an elder.

Rev. Mrs. Pack
Bishop Finger follows the
procedure of a special ordination service for each minister
to be ordained elder at either
the home church, the church
where he or she serves as pastor, or whatever place the candidate selects.
Following the ordination service there will be a reception
sponsored by the ladies of the
Gardner Church honoring Rev.
Mrs. Peck, her husband Rev.
Paul Peck, who is pastor of
the Ralston Circuit Methodist
Churches, and Bishop Finger.

Burnette Named Treasurer
Of Tourist Promotion Group

OBION COUNTY

Reverend Bobby Copeland
filled his regular appointment
at New Salem Baptist Church
the past Sunday at 11:00 a. m.
At the close of the services
there was one addition to the
church and the baptizing was
in the church baptistry.
News from the bedside of
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson, of
the Volunteer Hospital at Martin, is that each shows signs of
improvement, which all their
friends will be glad to hear.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill of Union City and Mr. and
Mrs. Merchie Vincent were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover True.
Clarence_ Berryman remains
about thilisame at his home in
District No. 1, where he has
been confined to his bed for Cover is afforded by early aerial seeded small grain in row
several months. Mrs. Berrygrain plus crop residues will
man is his nurse and the chil- crops. A 6" to 8" growth of small
provide mulch needed to prevent erosion and conserve moisture
dren also attend his bedside.
months.
Bin. Dennis Crutchfield filled during winter
his regular appointment at
Knob Creek Church of Christ
the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
and at the evening worship.
Mrs. Inez Vincent returned
to her home near Pilot Oak,
Ky., after several days visit
with her sister, Mrs. Grover
True and Mr. True. She had a
nice visit while here.
Mrs. Henry Davis who is a
patient in the Volunteer Hospital in Martin shows signs of
some improvement, and might
possibly get to go home some
time this week. She has been
hospitalized for several weeks
in serious condition and friends
will be glad to hear that she is
now resting more comfortably
at this time.
Farmers continue to pick the
early corn, which has suffered
from the blight all over
the area. Some have wheat
land broken in prepaartion of
seeding. Other cover crops will
follow soon. Hay making is in
progress, and all will be saved
for live stock.

Now Is The Time To Start
Your Aerial Crop Seeding
Now is the time to aerial
seed cover crops to protect
your sloping cropland from
erosion during the fall and
winter months ahead.
Leaving your crop residue on
or near the surface after harvesting and seeding a good
cover crop will help/really to
hold your valuable topsoil in
place. When the topsoil is
washed away, you lose natural
and applied fertility, water

NAPPY BIRTHDAY

holding capacity, valuable organic matter and many other
features which would help to
produce good crops.
One of the best ways to sow
a cover crop is by using an
airplane. By use of aerial seeding, the cover crop can be seeded early in standing crops
such as corn, soybeans and
cotton There are many different combinations of crops and
small grains that can be used.
Cost of aerial seeding and
yields of small grains are cornparable to other methods of
seeding.
For information on names
and locations of flying services
to seed cover crops, call the
U. S. D. A.-Soil Conservation
Service in Hickman, telephone
236-2418.

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

PROTECT NEW STORED
CORN
A cleaning up of storage
areas is essential in protecting
the stored corn crop. Do not
store the new corn crop with
last year's crop which usually
is insect infested. Feed out or
move the old crop to get rid
of thee grain pests. Then
thoroughly sweep out the stora cc area. Finally spray the
walls and floors of the storage
area with an insecticide to kill
the remaining insects.
The corn can further be protected by treating it directly
with premium grade Malathion or Pyrenone insecticides
as it is stored. These treat.
ments in no way affect the
quality or usage of the grain.
Five gallons of spray mix
treats 1,000 bushels of grain.
To make these sprays, use 1
pint of the 50 percent Malathion or 1 1-3 pints of 6 percent Pyrethrin liquid emulsions
to each 5 gallons of spray.
Apnly the spray with garden or
other sprayers as the grain is
elevated into bins, or layer
spray the grain. The corn must
be shelled or shucked and well
sprayed for the material to be
effective. Special wheat-brand
dusts of these materilas also
are available for control. If
fumigation of grain is used for
insect control, storage areas
must be air-tight, otherwise
fumigation is ineffective.

OBION COUNTY NEEDS CATTLE AND HOG BARN AT
THE OBION COUNTY FAIR
GROUNDS

During the Obion County
Fair a tent 60 ft. wide and 240
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
feet long was used to house
dairy cattle, beef cattle, and
the following friends:
Bill Murphy, Executive Di- of Western Kentucky WaterSeptember 18: Jim Campbell,
hogs. The tent was full.
rector of the Greater Paducah ways, was elected Treasurer
Mrs. D. L. Jones, Odell Travis;
James Johnson,
Chamber of Commerce, was succeeding
We need cattle and hog barns
September 20; Mrs. Lorene
elected President of the Ken- Murray Chamber of Comat the fair grounds. HOW CAN
Harding, Jane Ferguson, Clyde
tucky Region I of State Match- merce and W. P. Burnette of
• GOOD SPRINGS WE GET THESE FACILIWilliams Jr., Mrs. Cecile Arning Funds for Tourist Promo- the Banana Festival, Fulton, is
• LATFIAM
Mrs. Hinman Westbrook
TIES???
old; September 21: Rita Jones,
tion Wednesday evening, Sep- the new Treasurer, succeeding
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
At the fair this year the large
Debra Laird; September 22:
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bruce antember 9th at the annual meet- Jim Houser of Big Bear Camp.
Mrs. Robert Holman, Mrs. Jas- nounce the arrival of a daugh- tent was completely filled with
ing of the Regional Committee
Mrs.
Eva
Brann
of
Memphis
The State's Regional Matchper Vowell; September 23: Rita ter, Judith Anne, born Septem- livestock.
at Ken-Lake Hotel. Murphy, as
ing Funds Program is design- is visiting her brother, Harvey Jean Vaughn, Tommy Bodker, ber 7 at Murray Hospital. They
President, succeeds Col. Tom
and
his
wife
this
week.
LOOKING AHEAD
ed to assist local regions to atHarlan Craven; September 24: returned home on Friday and
Brown of Lynnhurat Resort,
Barren Dixon is improving Kerry Frields, Mildred Cloys,
Looking ahead in farming
tract more tourist dollars to
are doing fine.
Murray, Kentucky. Dick DougKentucky communities and is slowly at his home after two Edye Dowdy; September 25: - Last Wednesday fifteen peo, and forecasting is a dangerous
las, Immediate-Test Rreaidant
thing usually for a county
adniinistered liay
.the Kintuacy months In the hospitals in Ful- David Long.
ple from Good Springs suragent but farmers might find
Department of Public Informa- ton and Memphis.
prised Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bell
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Dale Cumit helpful and profitable. Corn
tion with Kenneth Harper ,
s
with a pot-luck dinner at their
NEWS
CAYCE
•
mings
of
Lexington
have
been
prices
have increased which
Commissioner.
home. Visitors present were
ill for the past two weeks.
By Miss Clovis, Bondurant
means feed costs will be up for
Janie Cole, Frances Watkins,
Mr. Virgil Jones is a patient
hog and cattle feeders. Look to
Jackie Bethel, Sarah Watkins,
at the Volunteer Hospital in
Mrs. Blanche Menees has re- Lisa and Stephanie Watkins, the future and seed some wheat
Martin and is reportedly quite turned from several weeks'
to feed next summer. Wheat
Lanae Bethel, Laura DeFreece,
visit in Louisville with her dau- Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work, Mr. has not been very profitable to
The following were patients
Mrs. Ethel Taylor received ghter, Dorothy Louise, and
grow recently, but we look for
in Fulton Hospitals the week of
and Mrs. T. L. Ainley, Mr. and
bad news from her son, Donald family, She was accompanied
more to be used for hog and
Little Toby Shane Pruett, September 16:
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook and
of Illinois, this week. His wife, home by Mrs. Dorothy Louise
cattle feed next summer. Feedcelebrated his first birthday,
Rev. Oren Stover. Mr. and
Isabel, had fallen of a 30' cliff Browne and baby, Donna
ers can safely use in a mixed
Wednesday, September 9, at
Mrs. Bell expect to locate in
and was badly injured and ser- Louise, for a short visit.
protion for beef cattle 30 perHILLVIEW HOSPITAL
the Fulton Community Center.
Memphis soon, near their dauMrs. Marjorie Sons, Crutch- iously ill. One arm was ampuReverend and Mrs. John ghter, Mrs. Coy Byrant, and cent wheat, dairy cattle 50 perHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
cent wheat ansl. hogs 50 perfield; Lucy Baker, Martin; tated last Saturday. They for- Britt spent last week in Lex- family.
Tommy Pruett of Fulton.
cent wheat.
Those attending were: Mrs. Frances Mangrum, Irene Biz- merly lived in Latham and best ington, Tenn., where he was
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Coltharp,
wishes
go
out
to
the
family
for
Hal Warren and Todd, Mrs. tle, Paul Butler, Mildred Britt,
the evangelist in a revival.
who are at present in Germany.
SOYBEAN INSECTS
Harry Williams ad Leigh Ann, priscilla Barnes, Water Valley; her recovery.
Mrs. James Dugan of near have a new daughter. GrandMr.
Tom
(Toodlum)
BrunWe have been asked quite
Mildred
Bugat,
Arlington;
Glen
Mrs. Dee Craven and Brian,
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
spent
two
weeks
with
Chicago
often recently if the corn ear
Mrs. Robert Moss and Connie, Roberts, Wanda Cantrell, Vir- dige was carried from the Vol- her mother, Mrs. Mae Wall, James Moore of Pilot Oak.
will bother the soybean
Mrs. ante Williams and Ste- ginia Garrison, Hickman; Es- unteer Hospital back to the and brother. Harold Hampton.
Mrs. T. L. Ainley and Mrs. worm
fields in Obion County this year
phanie, Mrs. Della Johnson and telle Ramsey, James Hickman, Weakley County Rest Home
Dickie Cruce, who is in the Hillman Westbrook attended like they did in 1969. Most of
and
is
much
improved.
Kay Johnson, Miss Pam Joe Moss, L. A. Sprayberry,
the meeting of Obion PresbyMrs. Ulysses 1Dortch is about U. S. Navy, spent the past two
the soybean fields are looking
Brown, and Toby's grand- Mary Elizabeth King, Maxine
weeks with his parents, Mr. terial CPW at Newbern last
the
same.
Sunday
visitors
good and we have not
mother, Mrs. Kenneth Turner. Matheny, Charles Hammock,
Tuesday. There was a good at- up quite
and
Mrs.
Keithly
Cruce.
He
is
were: Mr. and Mrs. E. Blackear worms in the
He received many nice gifts, Ada Belle Counce, Margaret
tendance and a good meeting. found corn
Carolina.
in
South
stationed
ard, Mrs. Short Reed, Frances
soybean fields.
and everyone enjoyed the re- Clark, Anna Mae Davis, Zora
to
accompanied
back
He
was
dauDavis,
Martin,
Martha
many freshments and wished Parks, Margaret Gregg, Mary Price and Lorene Parker.
his ship there by his parents. ghter of Mrs. Lewis Cole, had
Our Entomologists warn that
Toby many more happy birth- Elkins, South Fulton; Annie
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Pafford minor surgery at the Obion
Sympathy is extended to the
Hibbs, Bonnie Wheeler, Rob- family of Otis Mansfield who and son, David, have returned General Hospital last week and farmers should be on the look
days.
out
for worms in soybeans
ert Moss, Tommy Curlin, Caro- was found dead in bed Satur- to their home after attending is recovering at her home.
fields because the worms may
lyn Alexander, Jack Lowe, Ful- day morning. Funeral Services the funeral and burial of her
given
supper
was
A birthday
migrate from the drying up
ton.
mother, Mrs. Franlcie McClel- in honor of Bro. Stover at Good
and burial were on Sunday.
corn fields. Light infestations
Mrs. Cecila Hawks spent lan, last week.
Springs last Friday night by have been found in soybean
The Rush Creek Homemak- church members and friends fields south of Obion County.
Labor Day in Murray, also her
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Bessie Bowden, Mrs. mother, Mrs. Ola Holt and ers held their September meet- and relatives. Everyone enjoyWednesday at the home of ed the food and the fellowship
Farmers should be urged to
Genie Turner, Dukedom; Mr. Jackie have been visiting Mrs. ing
Miss Clarice Bondurant with a and Bro. Stover appreciated check their beans at least once
See us for - - Jim Laffoon, Mrs. Josephine Norma Rickman in Murray.
nice
group
present.
daughter
of
Mr.
the
personal
gifts
brought
for
eldest
each week. Place a sheet of
Your insurance Needs Little, Miss Clara Williams, andTheMrs.
We were sorry to hear of the him. Wishes for many more newspaper between the rows
Jim Randolph has
Mrs. Grace Gardiner, Mrs. LaMcClel- happy birthdays are expressed. and shake two row feet of
rue Wiggins, Porter Pillow, been a patient at the Obion death of Mrs. Frankie
Mrs. Richard Berlage is at beans. Do this in four or five
Water Valley; Mrs. Camillla County Hospital this last week. lan last week. She was living
Mr. J. Mosley of Fulton, but at the home of her son, Lum the home of her parents, Mr. areas of the field. If an averCruce and baby, Mrs. Judith
McClellan, in Hickman, but and Mrs. Alph Cunningham, age of one "worm" per two
Carter and baby, Mrs. Debbie formerly of this community is
Pulton 472-1341
Grissom, Wingo; Mrs. Emma seriously ill at a Memphis had lived in the Cayce com- recuperating from major sur- feet of row is found, then you
munity for many years. We gery at the Obion County Hos- should make an application.
the
has
been
in
West, Oaldon; Rebecca Pogue, Hospital. He
Stink bugs can be checked in
Martin; Arthur Tarver, Crutch- intensive care unit for several extend our deepest sympathy to pital.
family.
Mrs. Lavada McClure has the same manner. If you have
field; Earl Collins, Mrs. Grace days, suffering from .a blood her
Mr. and Mrs. Chas A. Sloan returned to her home, after one stink bug per foot of row,
Between Martin & Union City Newton, Mrs. Corrine Gordon, clot.
Mr. John Guy Atkins and and daughter, of Little Rock, surgery at Memphis Baptist start your application.
Mrs. Mary Nowlin, W. B. Mc.
Ark, spent last weekend with Hospital and is making good
The corn earworm is the
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Intosh, Mrs. Rosalee Win- family have been vacationing
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Char- progress in recovery.
same insect as the bollworm.
sett, R. E. Taylor, Mrs. in the Eastern States for sevSeptember 17. 18 - 19
lie
Sloan,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charlie
eral
days.
The
Book
Mobile
made
its
Lennie Clark, Mrs. MildAunt Jeanie Turner who is Sloan and Mr. and Mrs. Ray- regular trip this week to the
Farm Dates To Remember
DOUBLE FEATURE
red Freeman, Raymond
mond Sloan spent Sunday with station at Mrs. Winnie CunningSeptember 14 - 19 - West
STARTS AT DUSK
Pewitt, Mrs. Pearlee Ho- making her home with Mr. and
gan, Mrs. Elnora Baughn, J. Mrs. Huel Wright in Dukedom Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Under- ham's home. Three hundred Tennessee Fair - Jackson.
September 17 - Feeder Pig
The Adventures
N. Woten, Tom Cursey, Mrs. is a patient at the Fulton Hos- wood. He is a nephew of Mr. and forty-six books had been
Sloan and is real sick at this read since the last trip in May. Sale - Dresden.
Alma Kimbell, Fulton; W. D. pital.
RATED - IR)
writing.
was
H
a
Mrs. Ann Dortch
Almost a complete new selecSeptember 21 - Feeder Pig
Elliott, Miss Amanda Newton,
ROBERT FORSTER
Weekend guests of Mrs. Sam tion of books were brought in. Sale - Dyersburg.
Mrs. Joann Huey, Mr. Phillip few days last week, but is doAustin
Jones
were
Mr.
and
now.
ing
fine
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So
it
will
be
a
good
time
to
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Wiley, Mrs. Ruth Stallins,
remains Mrs. Chas Asche of Memphis pick up a book you have not Sale - Brownsville.
Morrison
Chess
James R. Pruett, Sr., William
Medium Cool
September 25 - October 3 Webb, John McCorkle, South about the same. His recent and Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Snow had the opportunity to read
visitors were: Mrs. Ernestine of Oklahoma City, Mrs. Snow before.
Mid-South Fair - Memphis.
RATED - (R)
Ftillon.
was
the
Miss
Mary
former
Daughtery, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughn, Mrs. Eva Brann Ella Jones. Sunday dinner
Sun. Mon. - Tues.- Wed.
of Memphis, Harbert Morrison, guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
September 20 - 21 - 22 - 23
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Wood- Raymond Harrison and Cindy.
ruff, Mrs. Madge Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Harrison
DOU^LE FEATURE
and girls, Mr. and Mrs. Charand Mr. and Huel Wright.
STARTS AT DUSK
les Henry Jones and family of
FOUR-FIFTHS LIVE IN 5E4 Fulton. Mrs. Charles HarringLaving
ANDREWS
More than four-fifths 'of the ton and girls, and Mrs. Hurworld's animals live in the sea, bert Ellington and Dana of
Jewelry Company
the National Geographic Socie- Union City, and Mr. and Mrs.
Southern Star
ty says.
Tommy Jones and family.

Birthday
Party Honors
Toby Pruett

and

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Friel&

HOSPITAL NEWS

MISS MID-SOUTH of 1970 is Linda Thompson, 20-year-old junior at Memphis State University. The Memphis lovely won the
title in competition with 25 other Mid-South beauties and will be
the official hostess of the Mid-South Fair, Sept. 2$ - Oct. 3.

Upcoming Mid-South Fair
Lists Some 300 Free Acts

S. P. MOORE & CO.

84/0

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

RICE AGENCY

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:

•4I

4

The 1970 Mid-South Fair coming direct from Disneyland
could parody the old saw "the through the courtesy of Bemis
best things in life are free" and Atkins Pronto Pups.
Add to these the ever.popular
be on solid ground.
Children's Barnyard; Laddie,
Once the fairgoer pays his or the world's largest horse at 6
her way through the gates of feet 8 inches tall and weighing
the Fairgrounds there will be 3,000 pounds; Medals the
enough free acts to last him Klown, the strolling jester who
an entire day and then some. inflates fancy balloons for the
For instance:
kids; and the Wildlife Gardens,
1. Youth Talent Contest— back again with animals native
Daily performances (Sept. 25 - to Tennessee in their natural
Oct. 1 in the air-conditioned habitat.
Youth Center featuring more
It all adds up to more than
than 1,000 winners from pre- 300 acts—all for FREE—durliminary contests throughout ing the nine days of the Midthe Mid-South. Sponsored by South Fair, Sept. 25 - Oct. 3.
WREC-AM & FM and WRECTV and The Press Scimitar.
EVENING CLASSES
2. CIRCUS — All the thrills
Twelve evening classes will
of the big top including the
Pharoahs performing on the be offered by the School of
high wire, trapeze artist Miss Business at Murray State UniDianne, The Georgians precar- versity during the fall semester
iously ride the perch pole high beginning September 19, Philabove the crowd, clowns, pon- lip Tibbs, dean of the school,
ies, elephants and the whole has announced.
shebang which guarantee enKENTUCKY BENEFITS
tertainment for youngsters and
Some 56,576 veterans of the
oldsters. Brought in by The
Coca-Cola Bottling Company 3,180,457 veterans receiving disability compensation or penof Memphis.
sion from the Veterans Admin3. WESTERN STAMPEDE— istration are from Kentucky.
Featuring the high diving
mules plus pony, dog and monkey acts. Wagon races to bring
back the nostalgia of the old
west.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
4. PETTING ZOO—Exotic
Phone 479-1864
animals from the far corners of
the world, gathered together —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
for the delight of the young- —Vinyl and Tile
sters to view and pet. Co-spon- —Downs and McGee Carpeting
sored by the Pepsi-Cola Bot—Upholstering, Modern and
tling Company of Memphis.
5. MITCHELL MARION- Antique
ETTES — The delightful char- —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
acters at the end of a string

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT INSURED
Yes your money can now earn a current return of 8 1/4% on BONDS that have their
principal and interest insured by the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
For complete details phone or mail coupon
below.

EDWARD D. JONES & CO.
Member New York Stock Exchange
115 West Washington
Union City, Tenn. 38261

PHONE 885-0370
SEND 81/4% INFORMATION TO:
Name
Address

--

City...
State _

Zip

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from page One)
derstand the dilemma of the home-folks in
atterripting to make the proper decision
when faced with the circumstances and the
rank of visiting dignitaries.
Certainly Wendell Ford is not offended
at what might appear, on the surface, as a
lack of proper recognition for the second
highest elected public official in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. He enjoyed himself very much. Of all the public officials
who came to the Festival, Wendell Ford
came the earliest and left the latest. Since
becoming lieutenant-governor he has never
missed a Festival, and I would say without
fear of contradiction that if he becomes governor he will support and help finance the
Festival as other Kentucky governors have
done before him. He has already committed
himself to that support.
If I may make a suggestion to the next
chairman of the Governor's Day program I'd
say that next year we should greatly limit
the VIP status of our visiting dignitaries, for
I am sure they would much rather be "one of
the bunch," rather than be singled out for
special limelight.
I would hope too that the International
Relations program would be moved to another day and time when the crowds are
large and the mood is gay. Never, but never
should we have a distinguished speaker like
our own Dr. Elvis Stahr address a hand full
of people in a cavernous tent.
And of course, there MUST be another
Festival. It is one of the greatest, most respected, most admired community activities
in all America. The greatest problem we face
in staging the Festival is that our very own
people either cannot, or do not want to realize what we have in the Banana Festival,
and what we can make of it in years to
come, with the whole-hearted support of our
entire community.
But we must not plan another Festival
with things as they are. We must completely
restructure the working apparatus of our organization. We must completely revitalize
our program and give visitors and our peope what they want to see and hear; to give
them that feeling of Latin-American gaiety;
and to give uncompromising dedication to
our program, "Project-Unite Us."

her devotion to her church and her faith.
It is almost unbelievable to acknowledge that from the day she attained the age
of reason she attended daily church services,
and on those days when she was confined to
the hospital and to her home prior to her
death, she felt that a visit from her pastor
was just as important as a visit from her
physician.
During her last days on earth, when I
am sure she knew the end was near,she talked not of her possible recovery but of the
love and care she wished to establish for the
'loved ones she left behind.
She was as a close and favorite sister to
me for I lived with her family from the time
I was in the third grade until I graduated
from high school.

Youth Fined
For Thefts
Milford Jobe, Commonwealth
Detective, arrested six Graves
County youths Friday morning,
September 11, on charges of
stealing four tractors from the
Goulder Implement Company
valued at $24,000, early Monday
morning, September 7.

CLASSIFIED ADS
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere apreciation for the cards,
phone calls, visits and gifts,
and every remembrance that
we wceived on our Fiftieth
Anniversary. Your thoughtfulness will be always remembered and cherished.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sanders

Arrested were: Baulk Crittenden, 21, James Gibson, 20,
Ronnie Tibbs, 19, Randall GibCARD OF THANKS
son, 21, Ricky Oliver, 18, and
We wish to express our apThomas Creation, 20.
preciation to our friends and
Each was fined $150.00 in- neighbors for each expression
cluding court costs and dam- of sympathy at the loss of our
ages in Fulton County Court mother, Mrs. Frankie McClelby Judge Buck Menees Friday lan.
— The Family.
morning.
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CORRECTION!
In the Liberty Food Store ad on page 3, second
section,

Ivory Liquid Detergent
should be listed thus:
22-oz. Bottles, 2 For 69c
The coupon at the bottom of the ad should
read accordingly.
The News and Shopper regret the error

She was just a few years younger than
I am,but it was I who looked to her for help
with my studies. She received every conceivable honor accorded a student during grammar and high school and college, even a citation from the French Government for her
proficiency in the study of French.
My thanks go to all of you who were so
nice to Joel (who delayed his college entrance to come over here Monday), to my
daughter Mary Jo, who was "publisher for a
day," and to Angela Mueller of Louisville
who has joined the Courier as a staff reporter and feature writer ... and general allaround gal. My thanks always to Edna Earl
and Helen.
I've been too busy to give poor Angie
much 'instruction about her new job, or to
tell you much about her, either. She is a
graduate of the University of Kentucky with
an English major and some journalism work.
I think, yes, I detect it very strongly, that I
won't have to battle the college theory of
journalism with her, because she's a very
bright gal. I'm hoping that we can get things
in order so that she can do all those beautiful
feature stories and interviews that are just
hanging around all over here in Hickman.

BIG GUY-(
ny Portemonl
by the eight-1
(Photo by Ado

ANTIC

SATUR1

For More In
Pho. 901-479.
Col. Rubert

THE 1970 International Banana Festival Princess and her court (from left): Karen Gray Owens, Martinsville, Virginia, 41fr
runner-up; Teresa Jean Beachum, Union City, Tenn., tied forsecond runner-up; Princess Eleanor Susan Gordon; Linda Lou
Brownfield, Murray, Ky. 1st runner-up; Donna Lynn Cody, Par is, Tennessee, tied for second runner-up. Selection was mad* last
Saturday night at the Pageant at Carr Gym sponsored by the Fulton Rotary Club.

Two Area
Drivers
Are Cited

We should start this planning now
while our errors are fresh on our minds, and
while it is time to say "bravo" to Dub Burnette, and that loyal band of people who
sweat blood and tears to make the Festival
what it is today, what it has been in the past,
and what it will be in the future.

Danny Ray Jewell, Route 2
Clinton, Kentucky, Age 20,
(VPA) (Violation Probation by
conviction). His license has
been suspended for 6 months.
Ronnie Lee Waggoner, Route
3, Clinton, Kentucky, age M.
(DWI) license has been suspended until Feb. 28, 1971.

Last week was one of the busiest periods
I have endured in many months. It was perhaps one of the saddest also.
Immediately following the last event of
the Banana Festival in Fulton last week I received a message that my beloved niece, the
Oldest daughter of my oldest sister had died
rather unexpectedly in New Orleans.
I could hardly think of my fatigued
mind and body at the late hour Saturday, so
completely grieved was Ito realize that this
brilliant and sensitively intellectual human
being had died, leaving behind her six children and a saintly heritage of love and respect that will live as long as the youngest
person who had the privilege to know and to
love her.
She was scarcely 52 years old at the
time of her passing. Her husband preceded
her in death scarcely a year and a half ago,
leaving her as the head of the household, a
task that she performed with such dedication to duty and sincerity of purpose that the
burdens may have shortened her life.

JOFFREY II—

None of you knew her. Yet I know that
there are people in your own circle of family
and friends who are surely just as she was,
and that is why I take the liberty to share
my sorrow with you.
She was the kind of person you felt secure with, because she gave you confidence
and courage. She was the kind of person
whose saintliness inspired you to emulate

SATUI
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Administrato
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(Continued iron Page One)
with frustrations she barely understands.
Miss Bilkins was remarkable
as an outcast rejected by her
friends. She projected an
eagerness to be accepted, a terrible loneliness when abandoned
by society, and a yearning for
fulfillment that was quite moving. William Forsythe was also
Impressive as the young man
who eventually calmed her
fears.
Frederick Ashton's 'Tacade"
set to several movements from
the irreverent score William
Walton created for a series of
poems by
Edith Sitwell,
brought the evening to a rollicking close. It pokes fun at
the dances and the modes of
dress of the 1920's, but with a
lightness of touch that makes
it superb satire. The company
scampered through it with dazzling ease.
Recordings were used for the
last two ballets. Earlier, pianist
Neil Stannard (unfortunately
not named on the program)
played the Chahrier and Field
piano scores beautifully, even
heroically, considering he was
struggling with a wretched
small upright piano.

AMIGOS AND FRIENDS ENJOY A DIP: The inviting waters of the Fulton Country Club pool were enjoyed last week by
the above quintet(from left): Cesar Paredes, Karen Trees, Roberto Garcia, Irene Costales and Giinger Edwards.
(Photo thanks to Wilson Wooley)

One taste is worth 1,0 0words

The appearance of Joffrey's
II Company was sponsored by
the Louisville Dance Council,
with assistance from the Kentucky Arts Commission.
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Mr. and Mrs.John Owen tern!mg are living in Murray following their marriage in the First

69c
d should
error

BIG GUY- Obion County Fair Queen Jackie Rollie and Johnny Portemont, owner of Johnny's united Show, are dwarfed
by the eight-foot Viking Giant, one of the features at the show.
-(Photo by Adelle)

PUBLIC SALE
ANTIQUES — HOUSEHOLD — AUTOMOBILE

SATURDAY SEPT. 19, 1970 10:00 A. M.
T. J. (Tom) Burke, Estate
315 East State Line Rd.
South Fulton, Tenn.
For More Information Contact Mr. M. B. Conner, Admr.,
Pho. 901-479-1308 Or, Col. C. W. Burrow, Sales Mgr. 472.1371
Col. Rubent Ainley, Auctioneer 822-3833 Dukedom, Tenn.
Licensed-Bonded in Ky.-Tenn. No. 6
irginie, 4th
; Linda Lou
as made last

AUCTION SALE
1000 A. M.
SATURDAY. SEPT. 19
Home Of The Late Lizzie Pugh
1024 North Diviison - Union City, Tenn.

Selling to settle the estate

ell, Route 2
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House - Lot - Furniture - Antiques! Antiques!
Old dinner bell, Trunks, Picture frames, 1 set silver (Community Plate), Glassware, Brass tempt, Old powder jars,
1 lot quilts.

Many other items too numerous to mention.

This property can be seen any time before date of sale.
Paul Hudgins
Administrator
License 416

Bill Grey, Auctioneer
And Real Estate Broker
Phones 885-2679 or 479-1620

of
Church
United Methodist
the
Mayfield. The bride is
former Miss Ann Boyd Thomas,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
and
E. Thomas of Mayfield,
the bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Fleming
Jr. of Route 4, Hickman.
ofThe Rev. J.L. Leggett
ficiated at the afternoon cereselections
mony and musical
were presented by Mrs. Ted
Mrs. MarHale, soloist, and
vin Hartsfield, organist.
Potted palm greenery formed the background fora sunburst
arrangement of white gladioli,
white snapdragons, chrysanthemums and daisy pompons with
branched
foliage flanked with
candelabra with white tapers.
Marking the family pews were
clusters of daisy poms and
greenery tied with white satin
ribbons.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride was gowned in
a design of white silk organza
demiover silk taffeta. The
fitted empire bodice was fashioned with a Juliet neckline and
long full sleeves with deep cuffs
lace.
overlaid with Alencon
The entire bodice was adorned
appliques
re-embroidered
with
of the lace encrusted with seed
Pearls. The A -line skirt featured the lace motifs and her chapel
train of organza fell from a
beaded organza bow in theback.
Her tiered, bouffant veil of silk
illusion was caught toa headpiece
of silk petals and florets. She
carried a colonial bouquet of
white daisies and gypsophila outlined with greenery, centered
with a detachable orchid and
tied with white satin ribbons.
Miss Kathy Sells of Valley
Station, Ky., served as maid
were
of honor. Bridesmaids
Ralph Thomas Jr. of
Mrs.
Ft. Dix, NJ., sister-in-law of
the bride, and Mrs. J.T. Boling
of Bowling Green. They wore
formal gowns of turquoise silk
georgette with empire bodices
defined with demi-fitted belts
of braided satin in three hues
of turquoise, ending in floor-

length beck streamers. Their
long, full sleeves were cuffed
at the wrists and their softly
gathered skirts were gracefully poised over matching !ilk
taffeta. Their headpieces were
of the tribraided bandeaux
toned taffeta with waist-length
streamers. Each carrieda nosegay of white and yellow daisy
piampons and gypsophila Inter4ersed wItta turcsgoise fioreta.

Now! Through October 3rd.

UP TO '10 ALLOWANCE
FOR YOUR OW COAT
during our annual

4

COATS FOR
CHARITY
EVENT

tow?

Trodis in your old coat on any coot in our stock priced
from $.30.00 up . . . and get a liberal discount from
our regular low prices. Your old coot will be donated
to the charity of your choice . . . togged with your
name as the donor.

on any coat from
$30 to $50 — You Get

on any coat from
$50 up — You Got

'5°° $10"
• GOUNTY, KY.

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1970

Miss Ann Boyd Thomas Marries Society Will Make
Tour In Illinois
John 0. Fleming At Mayfield

3, second

a

THE NEWS =

nat FULTON,
STORES

KY.

daidies. Each one wrote her
recipe on her place
favorite
card and in turn presented it to
the honoree. Miss McAdoo regifts for the kitchen
ceived
from the guests and the hosta
presented her with
esses
Toast and Bake oven.
guests were Mrs.
Invited
James Neely, Mrs. Lewis McAdoo, Mrs. Gene McAdoo, Mrs.
Walker Tanner, Mrs. Bill Tanner, Miss Debbie Tanner, Mrs.
David James and Miss Claudia
Mayhew.

The last stop for the Kentucky
MURRAY, Ky.—The Jackson
Purchase Historical Society will visitors before returning will be
in
Lincoln"
the Clayville Stagecoach Stop
visit the "Land of
Illinois Oct. 3 on its annual at Pleasant Plains, III., 12 miles
bus.
west of Springfield. Clayville
tour by chartered
Dr. Hunter Hancock, tour di- Tavern, constructed about 1824,
rector and biology chairman at is a museum of the rural life of
Murray State University, has early Illinois. A buffet style dinasked that all reservations be ner, made up of specialties and
all home-cooked, will be served
made not later than Sept. 28.
to the group in tne Llayville
The first stop will be at the Country Kitchen.
Vandalia State House. The capiMrs. John Kirksey, Paducah,
tal of Illinois was moved from
is the new president of the Jacka rented building in Kaskaskia
son Purchase Historical Society,
to Vandalia in 1820. Abraham
an organization of more than
Lincoln served in the legisla100 members in West Kentucky.
ture, crossing the prairies beReservations for the Illinois
tween the Sangamon and the
tour may be mailed to Miss
Kaskaskia on horseback or by
Margaret Heath, secretary, 1202
stagecoach. On the corner of
Maple Street, Benton, or to Dr.
the State House ground is "The
Hancock, 1107 Elm ExHunter
monua
Trail,"
the
of
Madonna
tended, Murray.
ment to pioneer mothers and a
gift of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Lincoln, leader of the "Lone
Nine" (two senators and seven
representatives averaging 200
pounds in weight and over 6 feet
in height), was largely responsible for moving the capital to
Springfield.
breakfast at the Holiday
A
At Springfield the tourists will
Inn in Fulton was a lovely prehave box lunches at Lincoln nuptial courtesy for Miss Lynn
Park, visit the Lincoln Tomb, McAdoo Friday morning. Miss
Lincoln's Home, and the Mar- McAdoo and Ben Williamson
riage House. "We will see the tIt will exchange their wedding
Old State Capitol, which was vows September 12 in the Cumcompletely restored and opened berland Presbyterian Church.
Hostesses for the affair were
to the public in 1969," Dr. Han- Mrs.
and Mrs.
Paul Mayhew
cock explained. Considered a Robert Seifert.
perfect example of Greek Rea lovely
chose
Miss McAdoo
vival Architecture, it has been ensemble, an aqua linen dress
described as the "most historic with a matching coat complebuilding west of the Alleghe- mented with white accessories
and a pink rosebud corsage.
nies."
Her mother, Mrs. Robert McFront Springfield, the histo- Adoo, was attired in a red knit
rians will travel 20 miles north- dress with matching accessories
west to Lincoln's New Salem and a white cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Mayhew wore an aqua
State Park. Lincoln lived at
New Salem six years and it has knit Jacket dress, while Mrs.
orange
been described as the turning Seifert was attired In an white
knit design accented with
point in his career.
trim.
MR. AND MRS. JOHN OWEN FLEMING
The village of New Salem, loGuests were seated at a table,
cated on a hill overlooking the covered with a white cloth and
of
daidies
tied
clusters
with
iMr. Fletntaerred pis son as
with an arrangement of
reproduced
is
centered
River,
Sangamon
ribbon
streamers.
bgst man. ShAlfs were Don Voe- turquoise
pink roses, carnations and white
candelabra In "flawless authenticity."
gill of Fulton, Ralph Thomas Jr. 40vor branched
of Ft. Dix, brother of the bride, aid ivory tapers and arrange-

Breakfast
Honors
Lynn McAdoo

ments of white daisy poms and
George Burns of Hickman.
tied with ribbons.
Mrs. Thomas selected for her gypsophila
five-tiered
The
wedding cake,
daughter's wedding an aqua coswith
encircled
and
flowers
acmatching
with
suit
tume
cessories and a white cymbid- greenery, was topped wan a c insbells.
of
ter
white
wedding
turn orchid.
were
Assisting in serving
Mrs. Fleming, mother of the
Phyllis
Myers, Miss
bridegroom, chose a turquoise Miss
RusRay
with Ellen Neely and Mrs.
complemented
design
of Mayfield, Miss Alice
matching lace trim, white ac- sell
cessories, and a white cymbid- Adams of Hickman, and Miss
Raley of
Henderson,
Connie
ium orchid.
the Ky.
Following the ceremony
bride's parents entertained With
at
now are living
They
a reception in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Shady Oaks Trailer Court in
The bride's table, covered Murray where both are students
with a floor length cloth of at Murray State University.
satin,
delustered
Among those from out of town
off-white
was caught at each corner with for the wedding and reception
were Mrs. Mary Wood and Mrs.
Onnle Wood of St. Louis, Miss
and Mr. and
Linda Thomas
of
Mrs. Walter Key Thomas
Connie Raley
miss
Louisville,
of Henderson, Ky., Miss Susan
Miss
Nashville,
Minchey of
and
Champion, Mr.
Robbie
Edward
Mrs. J.W. Lacy and
Dement of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.
David Sullivan and Debbie of
Treva
Southaven, Miss., Miss
Lynn True and Mr. and Mrs.
P.M, Fleming of Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Thomas and
Sidney Thomas of Clinton, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Jones Sr. and
Murray,
of
Richard Nesbitt
Mr. and Mrs. G.S. Strode and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Levan of
East St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs.
Anglea
Jeffrey Howard, miss
Howard and Howard J. Howard
of Farmington, Mr. and Mrs.
W.G. Campbell and Gary of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ross
of
of Cayce, J.T. Boling Jr.
Green, Mr. and Mrs.
Bowling
and
Robert Van Hoosier, Jay
Allen Van Hoosier of Christney, Ind.
Mrs. Ruby Hutchinson, Mrs.
Doris Jones, Miss Alice Sowell,
Miss
Miss Carol Fleming,
Owen
Adams, Mrs.
Alice
Forrest
Lacy, Mr. and Mrs.
McMurray, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Charles
Lacy, Mr. and Mrs.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Hobert
Garrigan, Mrs. George Burns,
Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Charles
and Mr. and Mrs.
Hickman.
of
all
Jr.,
Everett

RUBBERIZED
CLOTH PLAID
PARKAS
WITH HOODS
$2.99 EACH

GOT ANY OLD
JUNK NON WORKING
GUNS AROUND?
WE NEED 'EM
FOR PARTS. TURN
THAT JUNK GUN INTO
CASH TODAY AT:
RAILROAD SALVAGE
lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

"Ray-O-Vac" D•Cell

BATTERIES
Reg. 2 For 50c

2 for 29c

,

AQUA VELVA
Silicone

Lather

1-oz; Reg. 9k

49c
r

MAN POWER
Deodorant
4-on. Reg. $1.

51c
FDS (3-oz.)
Reg. Price $1.50

99c
Dermicel

1st AID TAPE
a 160"; Reg. 59c

'3

39c
PHISOHEX

Barbecue

Ray's
co Us

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
,

Sot. Reg. $1.60

$1.09
Gillette Platinum

479-9082

BLADES

ALL BEEF

Reg. 5 For $1.00

RAY'S HiMen 25C

5 For 59c

,

Fried Chicken - Pizza - Thick ShakesOur Lounge Roam Opens At 5:00 P. M.

,

EVANS DRUG CO.

Sunday Open 5 p. m.To 8p.a.479-9012

Lake St.

Fulton

Important News For Corn Growers
BROWDER MILLING COMPANY is now offering a
CORN STORAGE PROGRAM for both feeders and grain sellers.

FOR FEEDERS:
We offer corn storage for up to 12 months at a flat charge of 10c
per bushel. Any amount of corn may be withdrawn at any time, at no
extra charge.

FOR GRAIN SELLERS:
We offer corn storage with option to sell corn to Browder's
at any time, at our current market price Charge is 2c per bushel per
month, with maximum charge of 10c per bushel. Storage charge begins the month following the month of delivery, and no charge for
the month if corn is sold by the 5th of the month.
This program allows the farmer to take immediate advantage of
any market increase.

FOR SALE
This Week Only
BIG 48-os. JAR

COTTON BLOSSOM HONEY

WE ARE NOW BOOKING PIONEER 3369A Seed Corn for next
spring.This variety has been one of the most resistant to corn blight.
BOOK NOW:it will be in short supply next Spring.

$1.00
COME TO 311 HOLMES STREET
South Fulton. Tennessee

BROWDER MILLING CO., INC.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

PHONE 472-1300
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AN ESTIMATED 10,000 PERSONS TURNED OUT FOR BANANA FESTIVAL PARADE
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FOR SALE
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82 Acres Farm (extra nice) 4 Bedroom Brick

-1,1'111 !Wiliam-Fes.
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South Fulton, Ten n

as the annual Banana
tival reached

HIGH STEPPERS — The Colonels Marching Rand from Lone
Oak High School was named best band in the AAA division
at the Fulton Banana Festival Parade Saturday. Here, 115member band goes through part of its routine on the particle
route. Tommy Hughes, Lone Oak drum major, was judged
the parade's best drum major.

thie feature was a banana maddim: '
:mule from 250 iit)iis1s of

anilln

wafers. 850 pounds of boiled custard
and 950 pounds of bananas. Most of

DEL

Home - Garage - Modern Conveniences
7. Miles from Fulton on State Road 924

TV

1 - Mile West of U S.51.
By Owner — Phone 472-3629

Future Cloudy,
Says GM &O Head

the pudding was eaten and gone 1;,,
the end of the day.

Photos by Wilson Wtmlley

HUNT

REIGNING OVER the •festivities was the
Banana Princess, Janet Porter, Humboldt, Tenn.

YOUNG AND OLD, munching away at portions of banana pudding, watched the parade.

Squirrel Hunt Is Scheduled At Reelfoot
The annual squirrel hunt on
Reelfoot National Wildlife Refuge will again be conducted on
a spilt-season basis this year
according to an announcement by
Refuge manager John DeLlne.
Hunting will be permitted on
both the Tennessee and Kentucky

portions of the refuge. Hold- rise September 14 and continue
era of valid Tennessee licenses until sunset Sept. 19. Areas
will be restricted to lands ly. will then be closed for eight
ins In Tennessee while Kentucky days,
reopening at sunrise
licensed hunters must remain in Sept. 28 and continuing until
Kentucky. No permits are re- sunset October 3.
quired.
The daily bag
limit on
The hunts will Open 'at sun- Squirrels shall be in accordance
with state-wide regulations on
both the Tennessee and Kentucky
portions of the refuge. No limit
on groundhogs and crows. Dogs
must not be used. Hunters may
201 Broadway South Fulton, Tenn.
use rifle, 22 caliber, or Shotgun capable of holding no more
than three shells.
Turn Your Antiques Into CASH!
Maps and complete hunt regulations may be obtained by contacting the refuge office at Sam(WE WANT YOUR CONSIGNMENTS)
burg.
The annual hunts are conducted under an agreement between
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife,the Tennessee Game
and Fish Commission and the
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Full Cash Senieznent After Each Sale
Wildlife Resources. They are
designed to provide outdoor recTELEPHONE 479-2520
reation by permitting sportsmen
to hunt non-migratory game on
Now operated by Johnny Wilson
milM111 the refuge.

Broadway Auction House, Inc.

SALE EVERY SAT.
Night Al 8: P.PL

UTM Expecting
All-Time Record
A total enrollment of 4,600
is expected at the University
of Tennessee at Martin when
registration Is completed Sept.
24, according to Henry C. Allison, dean of admissions and
records.
The number of students anticipated to enroll during the fall
quarter represents a more than
9 per cent Increase over the
4,208 students enrolled during
the tall of 1969.
A freshman class of apprOxi.
mutely 1,650, the largest in the
history of the institution, is expected to enroll. orientation for
Incoming freshmen is set for
Sept. 21-22.
Registration will be conducted
Sept. 23-24 and classes begin
on Sept. 25.

ST. LOUIS-- The Gulf, Mobile
and Ohio Railroad has declared
the regular 70 cent dividend on
common stock for t h e third
quarter, payable Sept. 14 toholders of record Aug. 24.
Also declared was the regular
61.25 dividend on preferred stock,
payable March 22, 1971, toholders of record March 3, 1971.
Glen Brock, railroad president, said that while the com..
pany's cash position was strong
and it had no liquidity problems,
"distressing uncertainties that
face the entire industry" are
clouding the outlook for the remainder of the year.
He mentioned negotiations now
in progress with all principal
rail operating and non-operattng
unions, except shop crafts, as to
wages and special benefits, retroactive to Jan. 1.
"A settlement probably will be
reached before the end of 1970
and, although the terms have yet
to es determinhtt,, ihe results in
these inflationary times will undoubtedly have a drastic effect
on operating expenses and,therefore, on our ordinary net
Income," said Mr. Brock.

south Fulton
Defeated 39-7
"We played very poorly" was
Coach Terry Beadles' comment
about the South Fulton-Dyer
County game Friday night in
Newbern. The Red Devils were
soundly defeated 39-7.
The Devils, now 1-1 after a
13-0 victory over Greenfield last
week, had only one bright spot
in the game when running back
Darrell Williams returned a Dyer
County punt 55 yards for South
Fulton's only score.
Dyer County's big threat was
Steve Henson, a 220-pound tailback who formerly was a split d
end.

TO
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Lead the Class in
BuffyandJodyShoes

rigrairair
3
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3
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3
2 HUNT'
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Be the leader of your class
in Buffy and Jody shoes by Acrobat.
The very same shoes you see Buffy and Jody wearing
each week on the CBS television show,"Family Affair."0
The swingiest styles, the kickiest colors—designed to
keep you always in front! Be a leader. Go back to school in
shoes made specially for Buffy and Jody by Acrobat. At...

VIVA P

TO

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

RI

Fulton, kaki*
Colorable Broadcasting System, Inc 11)70.

Young Timer Shoe Comprrazsl.• division of Gen•sco

1

LOTS
ODD
PANELI
NG
WHILE
WARNING!
low as S:16 per sheet
SPICE LAUAN
MULBERRY PANEL

Sears

C

'•‘..0,1

This Sears T0UCH-N-G0* 10-Speed
Blender in White May be Unsafe...

DIAMON

FOI

wArArAr

4

MOTHE
BEST

Only Model 663.82235 in white, sold since last

December, 1969, is affected. ('heck Model Number

SHEET

imprinted on label under blender.

•

41L1
7-111
-

1.\.

411,..asom

Sears
60.11“111. 4•411,11

In order to prevent injury to any user we are requesting the return of all blenders with this model number.
This blender was sold primarily through the
Sears 1970 Spring-Summer catalog. It also was sold
through some Sears retail stores. THERE IS NO
PROBLEM WITH ANY OTHER COLOR OR
MODEL SEARS BLENDER.
We are not certain that any of those sold are
unsafe. But an inspection of factory inventory
found a small number of these blenders was improperly assembled, creating a potentially dangerous
shock hazard under certain conditions.
If you have this model blender, please return it
immediately to the nearest Sears store or catalog
facility for exchange or refund.

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Broadway, South Fulton 479-1420

SHEET

Painted Bevel Ceiling Tile
lie SQ. FT.

"
2
$

$
3
95

HORMEL

CHI

Colored Mouldings
To Match
LIB

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,.INC.

501 WALNUT STREET

FU

Liquid

IVORY
With This
chase. Exc.
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WE REDEEM

SouthlionTennessee

FOOD STAMPS

You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY
The Prices In This Ad Good From Wednesday
8:00A. M.Till 8:00 P. M.Tuesday, Sept. 15th.
(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES)
Miss Liberty
Sliced Rindless
with coupon
69 without coupon

290 BACON
59
FLOUR
FRANKS
$1°
$1
FRYERS
PEACHES
3
39
4
HENS
TUNA
$1 BOSTON
COCKTAIL
3
SAUSAGE
JOWLS
TOMATOES 4 $1
89
ROAST
CHUCK
COFFEE
.................."....._____IrAr_....................ww............
iCATsupi, TISSUE
HAMS
4
39t
490
1
STEAK
BISCUITS
MEAT
TOWELS 490
1/4PORK LOIN
RicHTEx
3 79
IVORY

LIQUID DETERGENT
WITH COUPON
32 oz Bottle
SAVE 60C
FESTIVAL

BLUE SEAL

10 lb.
bag

65c

1/2 Gallon

ICE CREAM

NICE THICK

REELFOOT SKINLESS

PICKLES 16-oz. Hamburger Dills 29c

FRESH

COUNTRY SKILLET

ces
Road 924
29

I FRESH

GRADE "A" HEAVY BAKING

4-oz.Pkg.

PUDDING

10c

39c

DETERGENT 22-oz. battle

SLICED

OLD

lb.

FASHIONED

by the stick _ _ _ Lb.39c

BOLOGNA

HUNT'S
FRUIT

BUTT
PORK ROAST

30a3s

HUNT'S

SLICED SMOKED

TOMATO SAUCE

MORRELL

LBS.

CATSUP

I.

FOLGERS

LB.

8 8-oz. Cans $1.00

HUNT'S

3a°13s

Lb. 49c

BEEF LIVER

5 to 7
lb. avg.

CHIFFON

HUNT'S

27t

WHOLE
LB.

MY-T-FINE

Chunk
Style
6 1/2 oz.
can

lb. 29c

NECK BONES

No 2 1/2
Cans

DEL MONTE

Lb. 29c

FAT BACK

12 oz.
pkg.

BONDS

HUNT'S

oom Brick

49c

lb.

20-oz. Bottle

LB.

37c

U S CHOICE
FIRST
CUT
LB.

LB.
CAN

490
59c

IIIIMPAWAOrAIIIKAWIIIVAWAIWAVIKAll'ArAMPAOralEraPler.air/IPIEKAIYAIPIPFAMPANIANIIIIIIPAr/Plar/41,40,

%

Tender Smoked
No Center
Sliced Taken

1
a WALDORF

32 oz
Bottle

HUNT'S
TOMATO
,....

ROLLS

h out

1

— CHICKEN PARTS —
II BREAST
THIGHS
k LEGS
it WINGS
BACKS & NECKS
Fresh
Fresh
!
LIVER Lb.89c
GIZZARDS

SHANK
H
LB
A.LF

•

Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 10c

3
3
3
3
3
3

Lb. 39c %

IIVIIIIIIVIVIIIIIIPIPAIMMIAIIIIIIIMAndrarAguy/ArdwAIVAIIIAWAIFIFIKIAIIVAIIIIAW411tUAIIIFIFIFIVAIIIMAIMAIMAIRIVIVANIAVAWAIIPAYIPIrAKIIIFAFIWAIYAIr
‘

class
obat.
aring

ALL
BRANDS

VIVA PAPER

d to
ol in
t

FRESH
SLICED
PORK

8 oz
Can

FRESH

HUNT'S

2

HAMBURGER

35c

15-oz. Can

MANWICH

(3 lbs. or)
more

FRESH COUNTRY STYLE

SHORTENING

a
3
3

Lb. 29c

White Round Top 15-oz. loaf
White Round Top 20-oz. loaf
White Sandwich Loaf 24-oz.
Brown & Serve Rolls pkg of 12 _
Hot Dog & Hamburger Buns pkg of 8

5
SALMON #1;li lnial
3
CHILI
CORN
LB.
BAG

15 1/2 oz.$11
Can

750

#1 Tall
Chief
Chum

MEAT

DINNERS 2 - 11-oz. Pkg.

piEs

coconut
only

20 oz.
ea.

65

BACON

LB.

18-oz. bottle

BEATY COUPON

With This Coupon & $5.00 additional purchase. Exc. Cig. & Tob. products.
After Se .t. 22nd.

5

YELLOW
4 SOLIDS

Li

LEMONS

JOHNSTON'S - WEATHER

(Save 80c)

29c

89c

OLEO
LBS.

THIN SKIN
SOUR & JUICY
DOZ.
TURNERS

Miss Liberty Sliced

32-oz. Bottle

25c
31c
33c
MORTON
25c
31c k

12-oz. Can

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE

IVORY

MORTON'S MEAT

$11

AlerIVAIIIVAIIIIMAPAPPIFAPPIararIVIIIiiIMIIIII4VAIIIIIIIFIVIWAIVIIIIIIFAIIIIIAINFAIIII

CAR WAX

Liquid

pies

KELLY LUNCHEON

HORMEL WITH BEANS

LIBERTY COUPON

MEAT PIES
ORANGE loz /19

$1

MINUTE MAID JUICE

— MISS LIBERTY BREAD —

14-oz. pkg. _ _ _ _ 59c

FISH STICKS
580z.

PORK & BEANS size 300 can 8for $1.00

k

TRADE WINDS BREADED

MORTON'S

OLEO

FOIL
MEAL

MOTHER'S
1 BEST
1

E
Center
Chops
Mixed

SHOWBOAT

69

Lb. 39c

SAUSAGE

LB.
CAN

PAR KAY

25 ft.
18 in.
Roll

lb.

3- 16-oz. Cans ____ 29c

DOG FOOD

DIAMOND ALUMINUM

Lb. 79c

PORK CUTLETS

TWIN PET

Rolls

LB.

- $1-00

1
'11113BAGE

890 APPLES

(2

IC ICE MILK
JOHNATHAN

LIBERTY COUPON

Lb. 49c

With This Coupon & $5.00 additional purchase Exc. Cig. & Toh. products.
Void After Sept. 22nd.

Lb.29c

WITH THIS COUPON
Without Coupon 41c
Void After Si

LB.
BAG

LIBERTY COUPON

Mazola

MARGARINE

Gia/12.

39
460
590

Nescafe Instant
10-oz. Jar
COFFEE
SAVE 30c
Void After Sept. 22nd.

..".

Going Up!

Icelanders Retain
Old Norse Tongue

Nearly all

MA

electric power

.11111t tems on Tennessee Valley Authority lines in Western Kenlucky have completed setting
their new rates following the

MINOR, TOO

&
SOWN

LABOR SHORTAGE: I

Area Utilities Hike Power Rates By 22%

Sy 505005 m OuslINSIROM

REYKJAVIK: I am of Scandinavian descent and had a fair
knowledge of Norwegian and
Swedish as a youth, so I figured
I would have a bit of an edge
when it came to understanding
Icelandic. But I have found out
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recent increase by TVA.
OUAltsintOm
I
All reflect an approximate 22
per cent boost beginning in Ocdifferently.
tober.
The Icelandic language. old- Electric
power users in the
Norse Viking, is the oldest unMayfield and Murray areas conchanged language still spoken in
the world today. Icelanders can tinue to receive their power
easily read original versions of cheaper than other TVA users
the sagas of the 12th and 13th in the area. The two systems
THUR., FRI., SAT., Centuries,
so it is no wonder have used TVA power for many
I had trouble with the wa) years.
SEPT. 17-18-19
they write and speak, I was There are nine electric power
informed by George NicCirath companies on TVA in Western
Kentucky. Five including Paduof Icelandic Airlines.
"It's a good thing that Eng- cah Power System, have apPETERFONDA.muSINATRA
lish is so well understood, isn't proved new rate schedules and
it?" he asked. I had to agree. four have given either tentative
Icelanders are an industrious, approval to their new schedules
handsome • people descended
from. ‘'iking warriors who set- band into our office computer.
tled the island in 874 A.D. and for a whole day it was
PANAVISION•aPATHECOLOR
Popular stories say they kid- making snap decisions .....m
napped the prettiest girls along still wondering why it takes
--PLUS-- the Irish and Scottish coasts a pitcher so darned long to
for their wives, and this may be throw the ball; he looks and
true. The attractive blondes, looks and looks at the catcher's
A
showing long legs in miniskirt finger signals in the darkness
THE
attire, seem to verify this claim. of his crouch, and the spectators
In winter the days are short nearly go to sleep. What a
(0!011ClO0I
and the nights long. The people waste of time!
Internalion,1
come to life during summer,
- Don I. Frankel.
when the sun shines past mid• * •
-PLUS-- night,
and it never really gets
GAME OF THE NAME:
dark. It has been a thrill for
this summer visitor to see the Venus Wallace of Denton. N.
midnight sun. An Icelandic Air- C.. offers a fascinating Name
lines stopover is a wonderful Game, which she calls "What's
My Line": M. E. Gardner is in
treat, indeed!
the Dept. of Horticultural Sciin., Mon., Tues., Wed., Restaurants are excellent,fea- ence
at N.C. State U....Gorturing many Icelandic specialties
don Halfacre is a N.C. extenSept. 20-21-22-23 such as smoked shark, dried sion
horticulturist ... Dr. Fred
stockfish, smoked salmon, numerous kinds of herring, smoked
rOP lamb and cream soups.
•••
PI.ANNING A TRIP? Have
V reservations ahead, advises the
DON
K A KEW Mlstate Motor Club after hearing sad tales about man}
LARRY BISHOP TYNE DALY travelers
who wound up with
ALDO RAY
second rate housing because
they hadn't made arrangements
ahead of time.
th Geo
•••
preSersIS
--

THE WILD

ANGELS

GLORYgDMPERS

- HELLS ANGELS
ON WHEELS coroR

ANGE
NTAI

HILTON

or expected to do so shortly.
According to the TVA system,
all power firms it supplies are
given classifications and set
their power rates accordingly.
The rates depend upon the classification and will be the samei
from one system to another.
The Paducah Power System is
classified R2 and C2 this year.
This reflects no change in classification. The "R" stands for
residential and "C" for commercial.
Classifications for other systems include:
Western Kentucky RECC of
Mayfield, R2; Benton Electric
R3; Fulton Electric, R; Hickman Electric R2; Hickman-Fulton County REA, R; Mayfield
Electric, R5; Murray Electric,
R6; and Princeton Electric. R2.

The

commercial classification

kw hours: 2.35 for the next 150

is generally the same as the

kw hours; 1.25 cents for the next

residential classification. Only

275 kw hours; and 0.91 for the

the rates differ.

excess over 500 kw hours.

The TVA schedule begins at
R as the highest rate and goes
through R6 and the cheapest
rate.

R5-3.15 cents for the first 75
kw hours; 2.15 cents for the next
150 kw hours; 1.19 for the next
275 kw hours; and 0.89 for the
excess over 500 kw hours.

The rates, according to classifications, for thi&coming year:

R-4.0 cents f5r the first 75
kilowatt hours; 3.0 cents for the
next 150 kilowatt hours; 1.34
cents for the next 275 kw hours;
and 0.94 cents for excess over
500 kw hours.
R2-3.65 cents for the first 75
kw hours; 2.50 for the next 150
kw hours; 1.28 cents for the next
275 kw hours; and 0.92 for the

excess over MO kw hours.
_R3-3.50 cents for the first 175

asked my 4-year-old son,
Johnny, what he would like
for his birthday next month. He
asked me if he could have a
little 'sister as a gift.
"But one month is too short
to make a sister," I said.
-- Hire more men," said
Johnn triumphantly
- Dr. Mira Aghi
in Chicago Daily News.

R6-2.95 for the first 75 kw
hours; 2.05 for the next 150 kw
hours; 1.16 for the next 275 kw
hours; and 0.88 for the excess
over 500 kw hours.
Only two power systems have
had, or expect to have, their
classification changed.
The Fulton Electric Co. and
the Hickman-Fulton County
REA are changing from RI to
R. R is the highest classification possible.

EAGER BEAVER: Though
fortune may smile on a few of
us-she laughs herself silly at
most of us ... If you think
the younger generation isn't interested in getting ahead wait
until one of them pulls up alongside of you in a car at a stop
light . . . The young couple
separated because of illnessthey became sick of each other.
- Wilfred Beaver.

1950 - 1951
Was your son or daughter born in 1950 or
1951? If so, do you know they are not now
covered by your group hospitalization insurance policy? A hint from your Prudential
Agent, Tommy Scearce, 472-2562.

Corn Y
To Be

Fish is with the N.C. Dept. of
I isheries . . . and George
E.
Rose heads the All America
Ku, Selection Team!
Atzi

•••
HOW'S THAT AGAIN?
Watch for wider belts for
men. Makers of suits and slacks,

,

liWt4IrgiFq

-o
amr
44;g1°----"qP414141

recognizing the trend, have designed many of their newer gar-

ments with cookie crumbs, 3/4
cup of chopped walnuts, /
1
2. cup
each of sour cream and sifted
sugar.
-San Rafael, Calif.,
Journal-Independent,
Household

Hint from the

Norman Transcript: "Freeze
frosted cakes (whole or cut)

unwrapped until the frosting has
set, then wrap a seal."

k.\\%

tt.
CIS?

NOW SHOWING
Thru SEPT. 22nd.

-ask\e

vot.•
4reit

WHAT LIES BENEATH MAY BE THE ENO!

20

PLUS--

MERELY MUSING: Experience is something you get too
late to do anything about the
mistakes you made while getting it . . . I heard some Korean
folksongs, real Seoul music.
- Al Musser.
•••

la]

EATH
ANEVAKS

•

FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Somebody dropped a rubber

tt)
Pi IS

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
WADE'S Did It! Lowered The
Prices To ALL TIME NEW
LOWS On 75 Lying Room Suites
BUY NOW AND SAVE

EASY TERMS

2-Piece Early American
HERCULON FABRICS

Regular $359.95

SALE $239.95 WiT

2- Piece Contemporary
HERCULON FABRICS

Regular $279.95

SALE $188.88 WA

2- Piece French Provincial
GREEN MATLA

Regular $299.95

SALE $209.95 WP

2- Piece Bassett Spanish
GOLD FABRIC

Regular $519.95

SALE $299.95 Wif

OVER
75 SUITES TO CHOOSE
2- Piece Contemporary
Regular $279.95
FLORAL FABRIC

SALE $229.95 %VT

3-Piece Contemporary
2- CHAIRS-SOFA

Regular $429.95

SALE $289.95 WIT

2-Piece Early American
FLORAL

Regular $349.95

SALE $249.95 VT

2-Piece Modern
HEAVY VYNAL

SALE $88.88 Wtr

SALE $209.95 WA

Piece Early American
I;

egular $299.95

SALE $199.95 W

Regular $209.95
EARLY AMERICAN

BLACK or GREEN VYNAL

GOLD TWEED

SALE $259.95 W/T

Regular $219.95

SALE $169.95 WA

FOR 1
1969 (2)
botl
trat
1967 For
and
1966 Ch(
one
ing
1966 For
amc

2-Piece Black Spanish

MODERN

Regular $289.95

VYNAL

1965 Olc
ow
1966 Fol
car

SALE $149.95

EARLY AMERICAN
Regular $259.95

SALE $199.95 WiT

SALE 149.95

HIDE - A - BEDS

3-Piece Sectional
Regular $249.95

and
40 per es
the decrease o
and the blight.
"The corn h
stress ever sing
First It was hl
Cr,then a drou
hilght,” he sald.

1965 Gal

3- Piece Spanish
Regular $349.95

With at le
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FLORAL

1966 Cho
deo
1965 Gal

SALE $149.95

1965 Cho
bit
1965 Cho
Sp(

Regular $259.95

2-Piece Spanish
Regular $309.95

(ea.
DILIgER

ODD SOFAS

SALE $189.95 W/T

2-Piece Spanish
Regular $329.95

MANY SUITES ONE OF A KIND.
FREE DELIVERY and Up To YEARS
TO PAY.

Regular $149.95

Few

Gwen Breed
Fulton capture(
the Fair Prosaic
and the First
Jar compenth
Girl's
Cooki
at the 1970 0
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FAIR PRESII
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Wade Furniture Company

112 Lake street, Fulton

NTrade With Wade And Save'

472-1501 -

(2) 1963
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Fulton Girl Takes Honors
Gwen Browder
of Route I,
Fulton captured first place in
the Fair President'. Cookie Jar
and the First Lady's Candy
Jar competition in the Junior
Girl's
Cooking
Department
at the 1970 Mon County Fair
to place among the leaders in
ribbons.
Other ribbon winners were:
FAIR PRESIDENT'S COOKIE
JAR--I. Gwen Browder, Route
I, Fulton; 2. Joan Smith,(Mon;
3. None
FIRST LADY'S CANDY JAR-1, Gwen Browder; 2. Joan Smith;
Reece Moore, Union City.
White Layer Cake-Blue, Marda Kay Philips, Route 5,
•ton; Lltza Rea, Route 2, Union
City.
Chocolate Layer Cake-Blue,
lit= Rea.
Yellow Layer Cake- Blue,Lisa Rea.
Pound Cake-Blue, Marda Kay
Philips; Robbin Anne Young, Union City.
Fruit Pies-Red, Laura Beth
lanes, Union City.
Chess Pie--Blue, Laura Beth
lanes, Union City.
Chocolate Chip Cookies-- Red,

Corn Yield
To Be Poor
With at least half of this
year's corn crop harvested in
Obion County, farmers are beginning to tighten their belts
and preparing to face one of
the poorest yields ever.
While estimates vary as to
Just how much the county crop
has been cut by both weather
and the Southern Corn Blight,
all agree that this year's crop
will be much smaller than last.
The fact that Mon County is
Tennessee's number one corn
producing county, leading its
nearest rival
by a
million
bushels, only compounds the
problem.
County Agent Joe Martin said
today,'
,Without a doubt our corn
crop Is down. While it is dangerous to guess how much it
has been cut, I would say 20
to 90 per cent at a minimum
and it could go higher.'
Mr. Martin went on to say
that last year the county had
about 60,000 acres of corn and
a production of about 5 1/2 million bushels. This year, however, because of poor weather
conditions, only about 40,000
acres was planted.
The blight has dried up much
of this corn and therefore the
corn harvest Is ahead of schedule.
"Actually it locks like we have
already had a frost the
way
the corn has died. usually at
this time there would still be
some green corn in the fields
but It's hard to find this year,"
Mr. martin walla.
Grain dealer Bill Latimer, of
warbarnew Grain CO., said
today he believes the county corn
crelli-tat tki -cut between 90
and
40 per cent. He blames
the decrease on both weather
and the blight.
"The corn has been under
stress ever since it was planted.
First It was hit by wet weather, then a drought and now the
blight," be said.

Sherrie McRInney, Fulton.
Brownies- Blue, Marda Kay
Phelps, Route 5, Fulton; Red,
Rusty Lydick, Route 2, Fulton.
Biscuit-Red, Lee Ellen Fox,
Route I, Obion.
Corn Muffin or Sticks- Blue,
LeEllen Fox.
Chocolate Fudge Candy-Blue,
Marda Kay Phelps, Route 5, Fulton.
Divinity Candy-Blue,Le Ellen
OX.

Ice Box Cookies--Red, Glenda
Estes, Union City.
Drop Cookies--Red MaryJane
Cannon, Route 5, Fulton; Katrina France, Route 2, Union
City; White, Robin Milner, Route
4, Fulton; Joan Smith, Obion,
Tammy Alan Austin, Route '
3,
Martin.

CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH,. .
for so LITTLE...
*********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes !

SHOP A&P.THE HOME
OF INCREDIBLE VALUES.
UPER-RIGH
SEMI-BONELESS

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation to our friends and
neighbors for each expression
of sympzthy at the loss of our
mother. Mrs. Frankie

HAMS

- The Family.
TtENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Fulton, Ky
St.

Lb

7 RIB PORTION

Pork Roast

Lb

Lb.69C

Ground Beef

SLICED

10

Lb. 054

Lb.

Over age 21, Married or Single, good physical condition,
some experience or willing to
learn to earn high wages driving Semi Tractor Trailers, Local or Over the Road. Midwest,
Mideast, and Southern areas.
application
write
For
''./0
Trucks, P. 0. Box 40456, Indianapolis, Ind., 46205, or call
(317) 784-1348.

ALL BEEF

5
,

3LII. PKG. OR MORE

PILLSBURY HUNGRY JACK

JANE PARKER

Cars With Square Tires
,- ,)

HAMBURGER
Lb.

WANTED!
.i 1

Mashed Potatoes
Pream

BUTTERMILK
BREAD

...S° 1:5L
arle

TIRES TRUED

COFFEE CREAMER

(SAVE 204

DAILEY WARSAW

Polish Dills
Sweet Peas
SULTANA

Wheels Balanced

20 OZ.9t
LYES.

issemsems
iiiilliA . 21=

A&P GRADE A

Applesauce

32 OZ
BOX

79t
79c Modess
69t Tissue

3
3 79c
73%
3,:xs.79t
5,70z.si

SANITARY NAPKINS

20 OZ.
JAR

PKGS.1100
OF 12

PUFF'S FACIAL

48 OZ.
JAR

,

LIBBYS

6
5

,70z.100
CANS

OZ.$11"
CANS

Potted Meat
Sections
A&P GRAPEFRUIT

16 OZ $100

A&P GOLDEN

CANS

Corn

200 CT.
PKGS.

00

CANS

City Tire Co,
tot W.State Line
Fillies - Pb. 4794741

1967 Ford Galaxie 500 2-door hardtop power
and air, local one owner
1966 Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop, local
one owner automatic and power steerMg,black vinyl roof.

pno4

1965 Galaxie 500 10 passenger station wagon,
power and air, metallic gold color
1965 Olds Starfire, full power and air, one
owner with 47,000 actual miles.
1966 Ford LTD 4-door hardtop one owner
car with power and factory air, white

'.95
1
2 ton wide bed pickup, nice
1966 Chevrolet /
clean low mileage local truck.
1965 Galaxie 4-door sedan, white.
1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop dark
blue with 4-speed.
1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop Super
Sport red with floor shift and full power.

.88
(2) 1963

Chevrolet pickup trucks.

12)

Ford pickup trucks.

Varden Ford Sales
Fulton

472-1621

AJAX
LAUNDRY

A94

....... .

ViiirseE
GRAPES

29,

b.

1966 Ford Fairlane 500 station wagon, power
and factory air, dark blue Fulton car.

Middle Road

Al"

Lb

SEMI DRIVERS NEEDED

/969 (2) Ford F-100 long wheelbase trucks;
both are V8; 1 automatic, one straight
transmission.

1963

CHUNK BOLOGNA OR

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

FOR ANY CAR ON OUR LOT!

9.95

Sliced Bacon
Brounschweiger
Fryers
FRESH WHOLE

FULLY COOKED

*'

.9.95

Lb 85C
69C
29C
59C

A&P VAC PAK

DETERGENT
Cobbooe
l',e1
.
()
ELr Onions
iioneyNilews

Lb.1

4111nr
-•••••

.101•

:OM
•••••-01M

SHAMPOO

"1. 78c
ITL.

II

AP tffinffin'AP
GIANT

-

3% OZ.5
TUN

394

LUX LIQUID

22 OZ. BTL.
With Coupon.
- Good Only Al A&P Food
Stores Coupon Good Thru
Sat., SEPT. 19 Regular Price
Without Coupon Limit 1
Coupon Per Customer.
-

AP
AP

z

Crest

994

Lb 10C
E 88C
AP
PRELL

CONCENTRATE

TOOTHPASTE

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
5 LB. 4 OZ. BOX
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Storm
Coupon Expires Sat.,SEPT. 19
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 coupon Per Customer

t

4•10.MO-

REff AP
OM%'AP
254

BIG ROLL

4•1•••-

VIVA TOWELS

Vet 1 new on
sale ler • ling•
19041 flow imly.

0
1°111°
.
Pica II a vOlt0111411 Of two each

AP190919109E1
AJAX

CRISP GREEN

FURIRuar&VA6A1v4AneLLS
ENCYCLOPEDIA
"1 °*$1.89
We're so confident that you'll want
the complete set after looking through
lust one volume, we're offering
Volume No. 1 at the trial price of

5411. 4-0Z.BOX ....
WITH COUPON IN AD

svoorpoStaiNS
ENILYpomtwetc)pwivioi

LIQUID

wee 'aim

SHAMPOO
3%0Z.
It OFF TUBE

With Coupon.
Good Only At A&P Food
Stores. Coupon Good Ttvu
Sat.. SEPT. 19 Reinder Price
Without Coupon Limit 1
Coupon Pm CUM0940,

roil
P

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., SEPT. 19.

.E19311066 AP

04-

HUNT'S TOMATO
SAUCE

O

$/00
11-0Z.

go CAMS

tAp

unts AP
TOMAT sauct

(SAVE 240

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT
COFFEE
lo oz. t138
JAR w
With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., SEPT. 19
Limit 1 Coupon PerCustomer

AP'SESS,

II 1

••••••
-••••••
4111..
OW.8•11M.
NM.

-New
Ow-

AP
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SEE
ALL THE
NEW FALL
TV SHOWS
BEST WITH
MAGNAVOX

Magnarhercnc

SNOWING

PREMIERE
...OF AN ENTIRELY NEW LOOK IN COLOR TV

YOU'LL SEE 4- the largest, most rectangular screens available *new ultra-bright
pictures 4'new and amazing Ti' with the built-in memory *today's newest, most
advanced features
over 60 new and magnificent models 4r COME IN TODAY!
A. Dramatic Spanish styling
-model 7146 has two high fidelity speakers for outstanding
program realism. On concealed
swivel casters for easy moving, it
is also available in Early American
and Danish Modern styles$679.50. B. Charming Early
American -model 7124, on
concealed swivel casters$629.50. It is also available in
decorative Brushed Green or
Brushed Gold colors- 5649.50.
C. Old-world Mediterranean
styling-model 7126, on concealed swivel casters, is also
available in Contemporary.
French and Italian Provincial
styles $629.50. D. Spacesaving Contemporary-- model
71 20 has(as do all models above)
Quick-On pictures and sound plus
Chromatone for picture depth
and richer-colors. Instant AutomatiC Remote Control is optionally available for many models.

New Magnavox TOTAL
AUTOMATIC COLOR SYSTEM
Magnavox brings you Color TV with a built-in memory! TAC keeps pictures sharp-flesh tones naturalautomatically! There's no more jumping up to adjust
controls-no more unsightly green or purple faces! If
you switch channels, or if the scene changesMagnavox TAC always remembers to give you a
perfectly-tuned picture with the right colors-on
every channel, every time! Magnavox Total Automatic Color-set it once, then forget it!

Huge 25" ULTRA-RECTANGULAR and
ULTRA-BRIGHT Picture Tube'
The new square corners of today's largest Color TV315 sq. in.-give you more viewing area . . . its new
flat surface gives you clearer pictures and less glare
... and its fabulous life-like realism has never before
been achieved. All make Magnavox Color TV the
closest yet to a motion picture screen!

IN

•Diagonal measure

25 SCREEN'
filla41

Enjoy the largest,
most rectangular
screen available
plus clearer, sharper
ultra-bright
pictures

,......
.....-imiN1116--millINI—
,
Ptrl MK

FOR

50

ONLYS598
KIN

Whatever your budget...
whatever your decor-you'll
find a Magnavox Color TV
that's just right for you!
Why settle for less? See your
favorite shows, exciting
sports events and thrilling
spectaculars in the very best
way possible-in color-on a
magnificent new Magnavox.
It's truly your best buy-on
any basis of comparison!

E. Automatic Fine Tuning Mobile-model 6320 will always
remember to give you a perfectly-tuned 20" diagonal measure
Ultra-Bright picture-on every channel, every time. It also has
Quick-On and Chromatone. Shown on optional cart, it may
also be enjoyed as a table model-8398.50. F. An ideal
second set-model 6222 offers superb 14" diagonal measure
brilliant color pictures. Perfect in any room-anywhere$249.90. G. Slim-and-trim portable-model 6104 will
bring you big-set performance with vivid 11" diagonal color
pictures. It includes telescoping di- S
pole antenna and convenient carrying handle. A remarkable value at
:

WADE TELEVISION

hi
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THE WINNERS
AT THE 8th INTERNATIONA

ii
L

BANANA FESTIVAL

Martinsvillt, Virginia, 4th runGray Owens,
Princess
HER COURT: Karon
AND
PRINCESS
second runner-UP;
THE
City, Tenn. tied for
Jean Beachum, Union
runrien-up; Donna Lynn
1st
nar-up, T
Ky.
Murray,
Linda Lou Brownflokl,
Eleanor Susan Gordon;
second runner-UP.
for
tiod
Tennessao,
Cody, Paris,
The new
International

Banana

eleanOr Susan

Rockhilf, South

THE WINNERS

Festival

Princess

Gordon
Carolina

IN NATIONWIDE SPORTSWEAR POPULARITY
FOR
"HIM"

PARISIAN STROLLER
DUTCH ARMY JAC

KING'S ROGUE

BEACHCOMBER

it*************

fl h

I**************

I

II

SPORTSWEAR

It

FOR HIM AND HER

I
*
4
*
*
*
*
*
Ii
4

**II
*
*

*
*
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
FULTON, KENTUCKY *
*
I*********************************************
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AMFSONS SPECIAL losAw
V
00

0

0 0

00

0 0

0 9

WRITTEN IN THE SKY FOR ALL TO SEE IS THE HAPPY STORY OF WONDERFUL MAXI-SAVINGS
AT E. W. JAMES AND SONS!
FRESH PORK

FRENCH FRIED
POTATOES

PORK PICNICS
lb. 39t

Lb. Bag 69C

I

:;.1 OK EI.`e'r,

U.S. CHOICE

FROZEN

CATSUP
TOMATO
21:1?zorBottles

ROUND STEAK
lb. 89C

1

U. S. CHOICE HEEL OF

HYDE PARK
PORK STEAK
BISCUITS

6 Cans

59c
PORK CUTLETS

VAN CAMP

STEW
BEEF
24Caonz
aehsJ.

PORK HOCKS

ROUND ROAST
I U. S. CHOICE BONE•IN

Lb*

7

RUMP ROAST

Lb. 79c

GROUND CHUCK
RE EL FOOT

Lb. 89c

SMOKED PICNICS

Lb. 49c

Lb. 39c

55c

12-oz. pkg.

I

HERMITAGE

SOUTHERN BELLE
5 Lbs. $1.00

STICK OLEO

Lb- 79c

REELFOOT
FRANKS

CLEARFIELD

CHEESE SPREAD
2 lb Box 89t

KREY

PORK SAUSAGE

1 SLICED BACON
lb. 59

lb. 490
DEL MONTE 46-02.

DRINK

3for $1.
00

GRAPE DRINK

3For

$1•00

DEL MONTE

RA
MP
ON
ETF
ER4i
i
.
I
..
T
3 For $1.00

GRAPEFRUIT DRINK

Lb. 85c

COFFEE

STOKELY'S DELUXE

PURPLE PLUMS
2 t/2 Size3 For $1
SHOWBOAT
PORK and BEANS

15-oz. Can lec

STOKELY'S

MONTE 44-oz.

DORANGE

OLD JUDGE
Lb. 79c

89c

3

49c

26-oz.

CATSUP

ORANGE GRAPE
DRINK
46-oz.
For $1

3

MIRACLE WHIP

STOKELY'S

HYDE PARK

49c

Quart

DILL PICKLES

**WITH THIS COUPON**

20 oz. LOAF

DANISH CHAMP

BREAD
LUNCHEON
LOAF
12 oz"
Can

39

i

i JUMBO

PEACHES
2 1/2 Size Can

I
I
I

$1

1 lb. Box --- 3For

I

LARGE EGGS

Dozen

WINTER GARDEN

N

1

46-oz. _ _ 49c I

$1.15

Gallon

COKES
4 For Si

NESTEA
79

1r

doz. 39tTOMATOES

c

4 PERSONAL SIZE

29

ONLY

(lf

Reg. $1.15

9t

'
MICHIGAN Fancy"Good Tasting"
4

CALIFORNIA

BIG IVORY SAVINGS
rzr:r, , a
T/YR

3 OZ. INSTANT

28 OZ. SUPER BOTTLE

i ORANGES

E. W. JAMES
SWEET MILK

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

I
1 Lb. Box 29c

39c

55c

MERIT
CRACKERS

$1.00

ADAMS UN-SWEETENED

i

OSAGE

For

1/2 Gallon 45c!PIES

17c

Jar

4

COOKIES

Wilily Cr vain 10-oz.IFLT Newtons 12-oz.jCameo
Cr,inn 12 1/2 oz.1 V.inilla Waffers I2oz.

PKG.

SWIFT OR TURNER'S

1 ICE MILK

Quart ___ 59c

NABISCO

AND ADDITIONAL $5.00
PURCHASE-EXCLUDING MILK
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

--LIMIT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER--

STOKELY'S 2 -as.
PIMENTO

SALAD DRESSING

HYDE PARK
POTATO CHIPS

9-oz.

59c

MICHIGAN CONCORD
lb.

I

i
GRAPES
CHICKEN DINNERS lAppLEs
REEN
G
BEANS
29c Basket 99(
3 For $1 i
!CAULIFLOWER 499.Rtrivr lb. 29c
CREAM StYlE CORN
APPLES
JAMES
El
SONS),
30C3aSnsizP
4 Lb. Bag 494
MICHIGAN Fancy Delicious

1 MICHIGAN (Tender Green)

lb. 19t i

lb.

Snowy

MICHIGAN

DIXIE LILLY

5 Lb. 59c

FLOUR

PRIDE OF

TNms

We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

White L
L:e

MICHIGAN

1,11.W.

It'iY uIRil
-sA
r oRtr
vi

LAM 1.7-oz.

ICED TEA MX

3 For

MICHIGAN Mr INTCSH

We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

21c

